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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes the city form, or more precisely the urban
physical structure, of Beijing in the mid-18th century. Most of
the descriptions are based on first-hand materials derived from
"The Complete Map of Beijing, Qienlong Periord." This map was
produced in 1750 AD and on a very detailed 1/650 scale. The
details and the particular perspective make it possible to
reconstruct the form of Beijing at that time. Other materials
are also used to support the descriptions and illustrations.
These include some historical records, ancient maps, and old
photographs.
The first chapter discusses the origins, edition , producers, and
other information related to this map. The second chapter begins
to reconstruct the early city settled on the site of Beijing.
This chapter is based on broad historical resources and is the
historical background for the descriptions found in the next
three chapters, which define and analyze the three major urban
structural systems of Beijing: the enclosure system, the street
system, and the hydro system.
The purpose of this thesis is to intruduce Beijing's urban
structure by descriptions and illustrations, and to explore the
possible uses of "The Complete Map of Beijing, Qienlong Period."
Thesis Supervisor: N JOHN HABRAKEN
TitIe: PROF. OF ARCHiTECTURE
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(IlAPTER]
SECT ION I
This thesis develops a
systematic way of describing
urban form by working through
studies on "The Complete Map of
Beijing, Qienlong period"
), a very detailed
map of Beijing which was
produced in 1750 AD. It was my
intention to study the physical
organization of Beijing in 1750
AD - with the help of the map
and many other documents - both
on the level of urban structure
and urban tissue, as this
dinstinction is defined by John
Habraken. To complete this
study, descriptions and
theoretical discussions are both
needed. The scope of such a
study, however, goes far beyond
which can be done in a Master's
Thesis. In the thesis that is
1
presented here, I only deal with
descriptions on the level of
urban structure. I hope it will
lead to further future studies'
on Beijing's urban history in
that period.
This thesis consists of five
chapters. The first chapter
discusses the origin, style and
background of "The Complete Map
of Beijing, Qienlong period."
The second chapter integrates
different historical sources to
describe the evolutionary
process of Beijing's urban
structure of the approximate
period 900 AD to 1750 AD. It
provides historical and
geographical background for the
next three chapters.
In the remaining chapters, the
author describes the three major
urban structural systems: the
enclosure system, the street
system, and the hydro system.
These descriptions are based
primarily on the information
extracted from "The Complete Map
of Beijing." Materials such as
historical documents, novels,
and old photographs and pictures
are used to support the -
descriptions.
XE iMLETE MAPL OF
SECT ION 2
SIZE AND SCALE OF THE MAP
"The Complete Map of Beijing,
Qienlong Period" is a map of
Beijing surveyed and produced in
Qienlong period (1735-1795 AD)
of the Qing Dynasty. The map is
so large so that the original
must be divided into seventeen
rows, and each row divided into
three sections (WEST, CENTRAL,
and EAST in MAP 1-1). The map is
in totality divided into 51
sections, and each section is
folded into a booklike portfolio
of folds of 0.52 M by 0.83 M (1-
1). The size of the originals
when connected althogether is
13.5 M by 14.14 M. The scale,
1/650, is not described or
printed on the map; it is
instead based on the comparison
between surveying and the length
presented on the map.
THE REPRINTS
The map was preserved in the
Forbidden City. It was
rediscovered in 1935 in the Map
Room of the Imperial Workshops.
It was edited and published by
two different institutions. One,
in the scale of 1/2400, is.
published by the Palace Museum
of Beiping. The second was
published by the Japanese
institution in charge of the
adminstration in north China at
that time. The scale of this
Japanese reprint map is reduced
to 1/2600 (MAP 1-3). There are
only 200 copies of this Japanese
WEST
12 11 10 9
CENTRAL
8 7 6 5 4
EAST
MAP I- I THE COMPLETE MAP OF BEIJING (1750)
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edition, and these copies may be
found distributed among the
major East Asian libraries
around the world. The copy that
the author -uses as the major
resource of this study is
preserved in the rare books room
of the Yen Ching Library of
Harvard University
U).
This reprint connects the three
sections of each row into a 340-
CM by 21-CM strip. Each strip is
folded as 26-CM by 21-CM booklet
with book jackets on the front
and the back. The fold line is
set actually on the fold line
of the originals. However, one
fold in this reprint represents
two on the original (1-1).
There are editing errors on this
reprint:
1. On the XV row, 5th column of
this reprint, the right and
left fold have been
DONGZHI MEN
WAREHOUSES
FOLDLINE OF 1940 EDITION ORIGINAL FOLD LINE
MAP 1-V2PART OF THE COMPLETE MAP OF BEIJING (III--1,2,3 of MAP 3-1 )
This booklet covers III-0,1,,2,3 in the map 3-1,
which is III-EAST in the original.
. IBINDING STYLE OF THE ORIGINAL "THE COMPLETE MAP OF BEIJING,QIENLONG PERIOD" 1750
7
misplaced, thus the second
wall of the Altar of Heaven
switches.
2. The XV row, 10th column of
this reprint, the right and
left fold have been
misplaced, thus the famous
temple -- Fayuan Si (".
-- cannot find its front.
part of the complex.
3. The XV row, 11th column of
this reprint, the misplace is
the same as the above two.
4. The XIV row, the 11th -column
and 10th column have been
misplaced. The famous Dutodi
Miao ) and
the southern part of Xiejie
( ) have been moved to.
the east, and the backpart of'
Fayuan Si has been moved to
the west (MAP 1-1).
THE PRODUCERS AND MAJOR
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
According to the recent studies:
(.Yang 1984), the surveying and.1
drawing works of the map
required four-and-a-half years.
It was begun in November, 1745,
and was sent to the Emperor May
16, 1750. The person in charge
of the whole project was Haiwang
), who is famous for
his expertise in building
construction and for having many
inspired ideas in engineering
works. He was in charge of many
constructions and other
technical works for the
Emperors.
Some famous painters were also
involved in the production of
this map. One is an Italian
painter- Giuseppe Castiglione
the technical
consultant for the perspective
of the map. He developed the
perspective principles with a
Chinese painter, Shen Yuan
who taught the
drawing skills to the drafters
of this map. Shen Yuan is also a
- (
PART OF THE COMPLETE MAP OF BEIJING (XIII--1 of MAP 1-1)
MAP 1-3 SCALE 1/2600, THE SAME AS 1940 EDITION
I
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very accomplished painter. He is
famous for his architectural
drawings 1i). The most
important painting under his
name is the forty sceneries of
Yuanming Yuan (
THE SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF MAKING
THE MAP
The Qienlong period (1736-1795),
especially during the making of
this map, is the summit of the
Qing Dynasty, thus the goverment
was able to do many things that
would not have been possible
during a poor economic period.
At the same time, the Emperors
of Qing Dynasty were aware of
the importance of the accuracy
of maps and of the meaning of
these maps to the politics, the
economy, and to the military.
This internal need was supported
by external technical aid. From
the Ming Dynasty, the western
missionaries came to China to
preach their religion. Some of
the missionaries tried to
attract the attention of Chinese
scholars by demonstrating their
newly developed technology. Some
of them entered the government
to become directors of
astoronomy and other techniques.
The introduction of European
geography, surveying techniques,
and surveying instruments made
possible the large scale and
accurate urban surveying.
In the 47th year of the Kangxi
period (1708 AD), the Qing
Dynasty government started their
first national map surveying,
based on the western scientific
method. This map was finished
nine years later (1717 AD). The
making of "The Complete Map of
Beijing" is based on this
experience.
TABLE I-I
RECORDED MAPS of BEIJING between 1740-1745
1723 Qing Huang Cheng Gong Dien Ya Shu Tu 2.38m * 1.78m
1742 (July) Jing Cheng Nei Tu Yang
1742 (Nov.) Jing Cheng Nei Tu Yang ( enlarged )
1742 (July) Jing Shi Zi Yu Quan Shan Tu Yang
1742 (Nov.) Jing Shi Zi Yu Quan Shan Tu Yang ( enlarged )
1743 He Dao Guo Qu Tu
1743 He Dao Guo Qu Tu ( enlarged and carry the image of
palaces and some houses , scale= 1/500 )
1745 Jing Cheng Quan Tu ( The Complete Map of Beijing )
( I* tA - :-IQ )
On the other hand, the social
3
I
and economic conditions of
Beijing also help promoting the
making of "The Complete Map of
Beijing." Recovering from the
destruction suffered during the
constitution of the Qing
Dynasty, Beijing marched into
prodigality. The segregation
policy and the eight-flag social
structure of the early Qing
Dynasty now faced the
possibility of collapse. These
changes urged the production of
many and varied urban maps,
especially those executed under
accurate surveying. These are
all related to the growing
change in land possession.
According to the Imperial
records between 1742 and 1745, a
few different functional maps
to have been produced by the
Government. It is -reasonable to
assume that these maps were made
for the purpose of dealing with
various problems, such as the
change of land possession,
canals, ditches, or streets.
Among these maps, "The Complete
Map of Beijing" is the most
sophisticated and accurate (MAP
1-4, Map 1-5, MAP 1-6, MAP 5-6).
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
REPRESENTATION FOR THE COMPLETE
MAP OF BEIJING
"The Complete Map of Beijing"
inherited the characteristics of
traditional Chinese maps, but,
by the help of western
missionaries such as
Castiglione, went beyond these
traditional maps. In chinese
maps, there are the following
characteristics:
1. The most important purpose of
a map is to present image;
therefore, the distance in a
map is usually inaccurate.
However, the relationships
among elements are correct.
A western influenced map cover the Imperial City
produced earlier than "The Complete Map of Beijing"
MAP 1-4 HUANG CHENG GONGDIAN YASHU TU (1723-1735) 10
w X- pi yl 1%, k& -rlk- ip'll
Also, the characteristics of
every element is vividly
depicted.
2. It conveys a three
dimensional image through a
plan.
3. It uses a great deal of text
to describe features on the
map.
4. It uses details to
differentiate the importance
of elements.
5. It uses a square network to
indicate the distance.
"The Complete Map of Beijing,
Qienlong Period" possesses all
these characteristics. Further,
it gives the elevation of
buildings in plan. This
particular method is feasible in
this map because Chinese
architecture has the character
that both the plan and the
elevation are rectangular. Thus,
this presentational method can
depict most of the buildings.
However, in special cases, such
as that of a circular plan or a
tall building, this method
becomes inappropriate.
In order to understand more
about the presentation
conventions of "The Complete Map
of Beijing," we need to study
further the presentation method
alone. However, with the above
knowledge and the sign
conventation provided on the
sign convention page (1-2) in.
this thesis, we can begin our
study.
MAP 1-5 JING SHI CHENG NAI SHOU SHAN QUAN TU ( 1744 )
A traditional map produced at 1744
I I
I
IMAP I-G JING SHI CHENG NAI SHOU SHAN QUAN TU (PARTIAL)
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1BEIJING FROM 907 To 1750
The discriptions in this chapter
are based on extensive
historical sources, and describe
the evolution of Beijing's urban
structure from Zijin Fu
,*J;%i.e. Nanjing) of the Liao
Dynasty (907-1125 AD) to Beijing
in the middle of the Qing
dynasty (1644-1910 AD). The
descriptions will focus on
changes of city form and the
reasons and ideas behind these
changes. Changes in different
periods will be reconstructed
and illustrated in the same
scale maps so that the reader
can easily compare one to
another.
On the reconstruction of the
physical form of Beijing's past,
the author, where possible, uses
documents based on the document-
writer's personal experiences of
the site or on their
first hand material instead of
second hand materials written by
other scholars. First hand
materials in my definition are
archaeological findings. The-
archaeological findings may
include the rediscovery of
ancient sites, grave stones and
other materials. Some second
hand materials are used as
references to fill the gaps
where first hand materials are
not available. The historical
materials are presented in
chronological order to examine
the relationship of different
documents, thus to clarify the
reliability of every document.
In this sense, the
reconstruction can be more
reliable. However, some
questions remain; most originate
from the lack of evidence.
Hopefully, future archaeological
discoveries will enable us to
renew this reconstruction.
This chapter provides the
historical background of the
city for the study of' urban
structure at 1750. With this
background, it will be much
easier for us to understand t
reasons and sources of
variations on urban forms, as
well.as to realize the origin
ideals and design concepts in
the design of this city.
Besides, through the chapter,
the author tries to remind
he
al
readers of a few points that he
would like to make.
1.
The common answer to the
question of why in the most
recent 900 years of Chinese
history Beijing gradually
becomes the political center of
China, is that the agricultural
and economical center of China
moved southward so that
transportation for the
supporting materials to the
capital favored Beijing over
other possible sites. The author
considers the southward movement
of the agricultural center as
one result of the conflicts
among the agricultural "Han"
tribe (; ) and the nomadic
tribes. Especially, it is
related to the rise of nomadic
tribes coming from Northeast
China. Beijing was the center of
the conflicts, and was used as
the headquarters for southward
movements of nomadic tribes and
as the center of defence for the
Han Tribe. This military
importance made the rulers of
this city control large numbers
of soliders, thus raising the
political status of the city.
Emperors are not willing to let
other persons control so many
soliders, therefore, the best
way was to move their capital to
Beijing. The author considers
this argument more substantial
than that of the transportation
conveniences.
2.
The second issue in this chapter
is to show that a city,
regardless of its size, is very
much like a house. It evolves
through a longer time range, and
has sudden changes -from time to
time. These sudden changes, no
matter how strong the powers
behind them are, must respect
the existing settlements. This
respect for the old settlement
influences the form of all
cities, and because of it we are
able to find clues to the old
cities.
ID
XIlJN FUI, IJAO 307-1125
SECTION 1
The Liao Dynasty is a dynasty
founded by a nomadic tribe
called Kitan ( 4 ). The
territory controled by the Liao
Dynasty stretches from Northeast
China to Mongolia. The southern
territory of the Liao Dynasty
even includes parts of present
Shanxi (j ) and HebIi
provinces lying south to the
Great Wall. Xijin Fu ( J )
is located at the center of the
area south to the Great Wall.
It is customary for nomadic
tribes to have more than one
capital. Among the five capitals
of the Liao Dynasty, Xijin Fu is
the southern capital - Nanjing.
Nanjing did not enjoy a
prominent political status in
the early Liao Dynasty, mainly
because it lies too close to the
southern border where the Liao
Dynasty borders and conflicts
with the Song Dynasty. However,
the city was vital to Liao's
economy (MAP 2-1).
Liao inherited the old city
established in the Tang Dynasty
( , 618-907 AD). According
to a Tang Dynasty record,
Nanjing is a rectangular city,
nine "Li" ("Li" =240 Steps =
1200 "chi," "Chi" = 0.318 -
0.345 M) in east-west and seven
"Li" in north-south. There are
two gates on each side of the
city wall, and a moat outside
the city wall surrounds the
whole city. There are, in the
city, seven east-west and six
north-south streets. They
divided the city into thirty
blocks. Two blocks at the
1.Xijin Fu (Nanjing)
2.Linhuang Fu (Shangjing) Liao Dynasty
3.Biangjing (Dongjing) Song Dynasty
MAP 2-I TERRITORIES OF LIAO AND SONG DYNASITY
southwestern corner were the
Imperial City, thus leaving 28
wards ( ). Each of these 28
wards-is enclosed by walls with
gates and gatetowers.
The Imperial City shares part of
the southern and western walls
with the Outer City. The length
of the city walls of the
Imperial City without the
sharing parts is 5 "Li" (i.e.
15000 Chi). The Imperial City
has four main gates, one on each
side of the city wall and two
extra gates symmetrically
positioned on the two sides of
the southern main gates. The
main gates and the northwestern
corner pavillion of the city are
the most prominent landmarks in
the city.
An embassy for receiving foreign
envoies locates outside the
front gate of the Imperial City.
Across the major north-south
axis from the embassy, there is
a parade ground for the
Emperor's recreation and
reviewing of troops. A few "Li"
south to the embassy, the old
Lugou River ($)flows
in the course of the modern
Liangsui River ( < ).
The wards in the city are filled
with houses, shops and hundreds
of temples. Some of the temples
can still be identified on "The
Complete map of Beijing,
Qienlong period" and other maps.
There are markets located north
of the imperial city. A few
customhouses are in these
markets for collecting tax.
Nanjing's tax collection is the
most important financial
resources of Li.ao government
(MAP 2-2).
The total population of the
city, according to some
documents, is estimated to be
three-hundred thousand. Some
experts are suspicious about
this number. Nevertheless,
Nanjing had a large population
and was very prosperous at that
time.
17
XIJING FU OF
LIAO DYNASITY
1.Nanduan Men
2.Youyi men
3.Zuoyi men
4.Xianxi Men
5.Yabei Men
6.Yen Jiaolou
7.Xuanhe Men
8.Kaiyang Men
9.Yingchun Men
1O.Andong Men
11.Qingjing Men
12.Gongcen Men
13.Tongtian Men
14.Changchun Gong
15.Tianwang Si
16.Haotian Si
17.Guiyi Si
18.Tangan Si
19.Baoguo Si
20.Baoying Si
21.Minzhong Si
22.Yushijun Si
23.Chongxiao Si
24.Yongping Guan
MAP 2-2 18
XUEN.IIN(G OF EAPL
SECTION 2
The Jin Dynasty, following Liao
Dynasty, was founded by another
nomadic tribe - Jurchen
In 1114 AD, the Jurchen troops
began their revolt against the
Liao Dynasty. In eleven years,
step by step, the Jurchen
conquered all the five capitals
of Liao, thus exterminating the
Liao Dynasty (MAP 2-3).
During the Jurchens' campaign
against Liao, the Song Dynasty
proposed a plan to attack the
Liao Dynasty from the south to
match the Jurchen's attack on
the north. The Jurchen and Song
made an agreement that after
they destroyed the Liao Dynasty,
the Jin Dynasty would control
the territories north to the
Great Wall, while the Song
Dynasty would corrl lana south
to the Great Wall, including
.JLN 1125-1153
Nanjing. However, the Song
Dynasty troops made no progress
at all, while the Jurchen troops
captured all the five capitals
of the Liao Dynasty. The Jin
Dynasty then became unwilling to
comply with the agreement.
Eventually, the Song Dynasty
paid a high price to the Jurchen
to retain Nanjin. and its
Burrounding territory.
Two years later (1127 AD), the
Jurchen replenished their troops
and began their southward
movement against Song. the Song
Dynasty troops could not
withstand the Jurchen troops.
The Jurchen distroyed the Song
Dynasty in a short period of
time. A royal prince of the Song
Dynasty fled to the south and
established a South Song Dynasty
in Hangzhou (
I,Yenjing Jin Dynasty
2.Biangjing Jin Dynasty
3.llinan (Hangzhou) Song Dynasty
4.Shangjin- JIn Dynasty
MAP 2-3 TERRITORIES OF JIN AND SONG DYNASITY
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I
Afterwards, both sides
deadlocked along the areas north
to the Yangtze River for twenty
years.
During the stalemate period,
Zhong Han ( ), the
leader of "The Eagles" in the
cabinet of the Jin Dynasty,
proposed moving their capital to
Yenjing ( , the name for
Beijing during Jin Dynasty). The
city would then have become the
headquarters of Jin's southward
campaign. This proposal was not
favorably received. However,
major renovation was carried out
under the direction of Zhong
Han.
The construction of four
"zicheng" (.4fN() was held. A
zicheng is a castle outside the
gates of a city. Zhong Han built
one rectangular "zicheng"
outside each of the four gates
of the Imperial City. Each
"zicheng" has two gates aligned
with the axis of one gate of the
Imperial City. There are
overpasses for emergency
transportation from the Imperial
City to each "zicheng" (MAP 2-
4).
Zhong Han was an expert of
military affairs, therefore
"zichengs" were built purely for
military purposes, one reason
being to defend the city against
invasion by the newly-
established South Song Dynasty.
They felt threatened because the
defected Song Dynasty had vowed
to fight back. Furthermore,
learning from the history of the
Kitan, Zhong Han really worried
about the revolt of another
nomadic tribe from the north.
These four "zichengs" were
retained during the
reconstruction of Zhongdu in
1150 AD because the Emperor Hai
......... . .
Ling ( ) respected the
thought of Zhong Han. Just as
Zhong Han had predicted, the
city was besieged by the
Mongolian troops during 1211 to
1215, but the Imperial City was
saved by the defensive power of
the "zichengs."
ZIIONI1)J -CENTRAL CAPITAL
SECTION 3
In 1151 AD, the Emperor
Hailing of Jin Dynasty had an
ambition to conquer the whole of
China. He sent his Prime
Minister Zhang Hao ( &J1-i) to
reconstruct Yenjing. At the same
time, he himself led the troops
in the their major southward
campaign.
Zhang Hao, the planner of
Zhongdu, was a Chinese scholar.
He redesigned the city based on
two major references. One is his
interpretation of an ancient
ideal capital (MAP 2-7). The
second reference is to copy the
Palace City of Bianjing
which was the former capital of
the Song Dynasty.
Using part of the pre-existing
city walls, the outer city was
enlarged for about 1,000 steps
(1 step = 5 "chi", 1 "chi" =
0.311-0.345 M) in the south and
the west. The expansion is meant
to conform to the ideal geometry
of a 9-"Li" by 9-"Li" square (1
"Li" = 300 steps = 1500 "chi" =
477-517.5 M) for a capital city.
Coordinating the old streets and
a few new streets, the city had
nine major latitudinal and
longitudinal streets. Each
street had the width of 72 "chi"
(about 24 M, or the width that
allowed 9 carriages to move
along side). One of every two
streets led to a gate. In total,
there were three gates on each
side of the walls and each gate
had double gate-doors.
The perimeter of the PalIace City
1.Tongtian Men
2.Xuanyang Men
3.Lomgjin Qiao
4.Xuanhua Men
Yuhua Men
6.Gongcen Men
7.Tai Miao
8.San Sheng
9.Ke guan
10.Qiu Chang
11.Liu Bu
12.Adminstrations
13.Fengyi Men
14.Jingfeng Men
15.Duanli Men
16,Xuanyao Men
17.Yangchun Men
18.Shiren Men
19.Haohua Men
20.Lize Men
21.Zhangyi Men
22.Tongxuan Men
23.Huicheng Men
24.Chongzhi Men
25.Tian Tan
26.Di Tan
27.Ri Tan
28.Yue Tan
29.Yubo Tan
30.Fengshi Tan
31.Qingshou Si
32.Gaomei Tan
MAP 2-5 22
of Zhongdu is 9 "Li" and 30
steps (i.e. 13530 "Chi" = 4300-,
4670 M). The rectangular city
walls had longer north-south
walls. There were four main
gates, one on each side of the
palace city wall. Four pavilions
were built, each at one corner
of the city. The southern gate
of the palace city was regarded
to be the center of the earth.
Its appearance was more splendid
than that of the other gates. By
the sides of the Southern Main
Gate is a pair of "yimens"
( ApPI , minor-gates).
Another layer of enclosure was
constructed for the Imperial
City by using part of the old
western outer city wall. Between
the southern gates of the Palace
City (P in MAP 2-5) and the
Imperial City (I in MAP2-5) is
the Imperial Boulevard (between
1 & 2 in MAP 2-5) ( fi..).
On both sides of the boulevard,
-'
there were open-channel drains
with willow trees on both sides
of the drains. Further out from
the drains, there were verandas
along the sides of the Imperial
Boulevard. At the southern end ~
of the verandas, two towers have
been built to symbolize the
support from both civil and
military officials.
On the east side of the
boulevard, there were government
institutions, the temple of
ancestors and the parade
grounds. On the other side of
the Imperial Boulevard, six
major ministries, three prime
ministers' offices and a few
houses. On the southern corners
of the boulevard, there were the
embasies of foreign envoies.
All the zichengs have been.
preserved except the southern
one, which has to be destroyed
for the enlargment of the
Imperial City.
----- ---
The city is divided by major
streets into 62 wards, including
those in the Imperial City.
Three places were allocated as
official markets locating north
to the Imperial City. Unlike
earlier Chinese cities, the
wards of Zhongdu were not
enclosed by walls. The houses,
shops and temples ran alongside
the major streets (MAP 2-5).
The city is, thus, constructed
to conform with every detail -
of the ideal capital city form
according to descriptions in
early ritual books (MAP 2-7).
Furthermore, the ritual building
complexes were always arranged
according to the ying yang
and the five elements
theories (MAP 2-6).
The construction of a new canal
- "Za He" ) - is part
of the plan. The canal starts
from Tongzhou, twenty-eight KM
east to Zhongdu and ended at the
northeastern moat of Zhongdu's
outer city. One of the branches
of Za He enters into the
northeastern corner of the outer
city. Benefiting from the
accessibility brought about by
the canal, the northeastern
corner was the most affluent
commercial area of the city.
About 1,200,000 workers
including 400,000 soldiers and
800,000 labors were employed in
this reconstruction project.
Despite this large work force,
the construction took three
years. At 1153 AD, the
reconstruction of Zhongdu was
completed. The Emperor Hai Ling
issued an edict to move the
capital. Thousands of people
were forced to immigrate to
Zhongdu. From this time on,
Zhongdu remained the largest and
most populated city in northern
China.
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SECTION 4
It was at the end of the 1Z2th
century that Mongolian tribes
rose from the North Asian
Desert. Before long, they
conflicted with the Jin Dynasty.
The history between the Jurcher
and the Kitan is now replayed,
only this time between the
Mongols and the Jurchens (MAP 2-
8).
In 1215 AD, the Mongolian troops
captured Zhongdu and changed the
name of the city back to
Yenging. From then on, Yenjing
became headquarters for their
southward movements. However,
very little progress in the
southward campaigns was made in
the twenties of 13th century,
because the major forces of the
Mongol were in West Asia and
East Europe. Very few troops
were now left for the southward
1285 -136B
campaigns. At the same time, the
Jin Dynasty had the chance to
replenish their troops, thus
they were able to halt the
Mongol's southward movement.
This situation persisted until
the beginning of the thirties.
Finally, the Great Khan of the
Mongol led the troops personally
to war against the Jin Dynasty.
At 1233 AD, the Mongolians
brought down the Jin Dynasty and
gained control over North China
(MAP 2-10).
At 1211 AD, before the Mongolian
raided Zhongdu in 1215 AD, a
great fire destroyed the most
prosperous area - the
northeastern corner - of
Zhongdu. From 1211 to 1215 AD,
Zhongdu was beleaguered by
Mongolian troops. Once the
Mongolians broke through the
1.Zhongdu ( Jin Dynasty)K-t1TIP
2.Helin (Mongol)
3.Linan (Song Dynasty) <$ o
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southern gate of the Outer City,
the troops of the Jin Dynasty
set fire to burn the front row
of houses on streets in order to
stop the Mongolians. The
disaster continued: not long
after the Mongolians controlled
the city, the Palace City caught
fire and burned seriously.
Furthermore, during this early
period of Mongolian reign, the
Mongolians did not change their
custom of suppressing the people
under their control. Many of
these people fled to the south
or to the countryside. The
population of Zhongdu was
reduced drastically during that
period.
In 1260 AD, Kubilai Khan won the
position of the Great Khan of
the Mongolian Empire. His
"Hanization" advisors
) urged him to choose
Yenjing for his capital because
it was where the nomadic and
agricultural tribes met.
in 1263 AD, Kubilai Khan decided
to choose Yenjing as his
capital, but the physical
condition of the city was
inadequate to be his capital for
three reasons. First, the well
water was seriously polluted
because the site of Yenjing had
been used for more than a
thousand years. Secondly, a
large portion of the city had
been burnt before and during the
transitional period of the two
dynasties but only very few of
them were reconstructed. Thirdly
and the key factor, the Palace
City was in very poor condition.
Besides, there was noplace in
the city where Kubilai Khan
could practice equitation. These
factors forced him to make the
decision to build another city.
Daning Gong (}) and
the surrounding area were chosen
as new Palace City (where was the
1.Dadu (Mongol) N 4.Linan (Song Dyr
2.Shangdu (Mongol) (T.
3.Helin (Mongol)
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center of the new Dadu) for it
was where he was living at that
time.
The building of the new city -
Dadu (A, 15) - followed a very
careful planning of both
physical plan and construction
management. Pieces of historical
records are organized in
chronological order to serve as
reference for the construction
of Dadu (TABLE 2-1).
During the construction of this
new capital, a series of
temporary facilities were built
in the temporary capital - old
Yenjing. The works included the
repair of Yenjing's outer city
wall, rebuilding the Ancestor
Hall and the repair of the
palace city wall. These works
spanned from 1261 to 1268 AD.
Also, a few preparative projects
had to be completed before the
real construction of the new
city. Guangtai Men .( ),
the thirteenth gate of Zhongdu,
was built on the northern wall as
a shortcut from new city to old
city before the construction
was started.
In order to gather construction
materials and the necessary
specialized craftsmen, officials
were sent out to all parts of
the territories of the Yuan
Dynasty.
It was not until 1273 AD that
the construction started on the
first major wood structure
complex. It took more than eight
years to complete the complexes
on the major axis of the palace
city in Dadu. After the ?
construction of the Palace City
came to an end, the workers ?
began to work on other important
projects such as Ancestor's ?
Hall (18 in MAP 2-11), and the
city's infrastructure including
CHRONOLOGICAL RECORDS OF
DADU's CONSTRUCTION
1261
1262
1263
1263-3
1264-10
1267
1268
1268-10
1271-8
1272-3
1273-10
1274-1
1274-4
1274-11
1276
1277
1280
1281
1283
1284
1285
Repair of Yenjing's city wall.
Repair Daning Gong.
Expand the engineering and construction
department in the administration.
Begin building Ancestor Hall ( A ) in Yenjing.
Complete the work on Ancestor hall, and worship
ancestors in the Hall.
Build the outer city wall of Dadu.
Set up agent to manage the Imperial and Palace city
of Yenjing.
Beginning of water resources collecting projects.
Complete rebuilding the wall of Yenjing Palace.
Organize twenty-eight thousand people from the
surrounding country to build the Palace city wall
o.f Dadu.
Complete the city wall of the Palace city of Dadu.
Build main hall, rear tower and wings of Yenchun Ge
( .,", 4 P ) - the rear complex on the najor axis.
Complete main hall of Yenchun.
Begin to build East Palace (iJ. f).
Build the main hall, east and west hall of Daming Dien
(A 6$ j#k) - the front complex on the major axis
of the palace city.
Complete outer city wall construction by using
great number of troops.
Set up security guard system for outer city wall.
Build ancester hall of Dadu.
Complete the outer walls of ancestor hall complex of
Dadu.
Complete main hall of Daming Dien.
Complete infra structure of Dadu.
Complete main hall of ancestor hall complex.
Set up new administration of Dadu.
Set up rules for people to move in.
streets, bridges, and drainage
system. In 1284 AD, most of the
physical works approached
completion. Next, an
administration was established
to manage the task of moving the
capital.
During the construction, the
construction workers' housing
and the manufactories were
placed very close to the
construction site. The land on
the southern shore of Tonghui He
(i M , it is Zha He in Jin
Dynasty) was chosen. This large
construction population brought
with it the prosperity of the
area for some time.
The newly built Dadu includes
two major palace complexes -
the Northern Palace ( )
and the Imperial City ( Ws .
The Northern Palace was in fact
an imperial garden. It contained
a huge tract of land where the
royal families practised
horsemanship and hunting. There
were not many permanent
structures on this site.
Instead, most shelters were
Mongolian style tents. The
setting and location of the
Northern Palace resembles to
that of Shangdu ( J. '3 ,
MAP 2-10).
During the earlier years of the
Yuan Dynasty, the Imperial City
was contained only two major
building complexes - the Palace
City and the Eastern Palace
) as well as some minor
ones such as imperial gardens,
royal workshops and service
agents. A third palace -
Xingsheng Gong ( A )
was not built until sometime
after the death of Kubilai Khan.
All administrations had their
officially reserved land. The
location and size of the land
0
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reserved for a particular
institution reflected its
importance within the
government.
Dadu was planned under judicious
considerations. The knowledge of
topography and the accuracy of
surveying were astonishing. The
central concern of planning was,
of course, the placement of the
Northern Palace and the Imperial
City. A central benchmark was
set on a platform which was at
the same distance from the
Northern Palace as from the
Imperial City. The other axis of
this benchmark was determined by
the central axis of the Palace
City. The four boundaries of the
city were decided by the
restrictions of either natural
topography or the previous city.
The eastern and western wall of
the Outer City were the same
distance from the central
platform, and so were the
southern and the northern wall.
A Central Pavilion ( Wk/a)
(23 in MAP 2-11) was located
fifteen steps (23 M) east of the
Central Platform (r L, )
(24 in MAP 4-11). It signified
the center of the city by these
two huge monuments.
The northern wall has two gates,
while the other three walls have
three gates 'ach. The reason for
the excepti'on on the northern
wall, according to some Yuan
Dynasty notes, is that the
designers of the city sought to
resemble a famous legendary
character - Na Zha (PPfLX )
- who has three heads, three
pairs of hands while has only
one pair of legs.
The street organization of Dadu
was similar to that of Zhongdu.
There were nine latitudinal and
nine longitudinal streets in the
city. The streets along the city
walls are called "shunchengjie"
()IA A. Its width was 50
steps (250 "Chi"). The streets
leading to city gates were
called "dajie" (j('),
meaning the wide street. The
width of a "dajie" is 24 steps
(120 "Chi" or 38 M). Streets
which did not lead to gates are
called "xiaojie" (4' 44 ),
meaning the narrow streets, and
they were 12 steps (60 "Chi")
wide (2-1).
The layout of streets in Dadu
was basically a checkerboard
pattern. However, there were
some exceptions. Some streets
were shifted from their
alignments and some were
disconnected. The most famous
irregular steet is Xiejie
(' 4'j) (20 in MAP 2-11),
meaning diagonal street. It
leads to the Central Pavilion
along the north bank of Jishui
Tan ( < F,13 in MAP 2-11). 30
The main streets divided the city
into rectangular wards. In
total, there were 51 wards in the
city. Unlike in earlier cities,
these wards were not enclosed by
walls. Certain wards, however,
had symbolic gates. Each ward
was divided into long and narrow
blocks by 6-step alleys. These
alleys were always in east-west
direction (2-1).
The land on each block was
further divided into 44-steps by
44-steps square. The area of the
square was 8 Chinese acres, and
was considered to be possessed
by one owner. However, most
people could not afford to own
such a large piece of land.
Thus, each square was further
divided into smaller lots to
meet the needs of different
residents. We still can identify
those squares and sub-divisions
from some of the courtyard
houses remaining today (2-1).
The streets were built with
compacted earth without further
pavement. There were open drains
on both sides of the streets.
The drains were made of stone
strips and were covered by stone
when they crossed a street.
Smaller drains branched from
these main ones into every
alley. Each alley had one of
these branches. These branches
were covered and had holes or
eyes to collect rain water.
Part of this drainage system was
inherited and maintained
throughout the Ming and Qing
Dynasties. They are later
adapted to form part of the
drainage system of modern
Beijing.
Another characteristic of the
water system of the Yuan Dynasty
is the separation of the water
to the Imperial Gardens and the
water to the canal. The water to
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the Imperial Gardens was not
allowed to be used by other
people. Whenever canals of these
two systems met, a stone channel
guided the "imperial water"
across from the other canals.
Three official markets were all
closely related to the canal
system. One was located to the
north of the Imperial City, by
the north shore of Jishui Tan.
The second one was located at
the southwest corner of the-
city (19 in MAP 2-11). The third
is on the east of Imperial City
(25 in MAP 2-11). They all had
docks, warehouses and planned
market spaces. These were the
city's wholesale markets.
Besides these markets, there are
other unplanned markets for
retail business through the new
city as well as outside the
city. These unplanned markets
were usually utilized by the
lower income population for the
exchange of goods between the
city and its hinterlands (MAP 2-
12).
Originally, Kubilai Khan wanted
Dadu to accommodate the whole
population of Zhongdu. However,
a great number of people in
Zhongdu were too poor to afford a
place in the new city. Migration
to the new city was strictly
regulated by the government. It
determined the priority to move
and regulated the size of land
to be purchased by each family
based on their social status and
wealth. Consequently, many
people were not qualified to
move into Dadu. They had to
remain in Zhongdu.
After most of the government
agencies had moved into the new
city, the government destroyed th
walls and moats of Zhongdu. It
was a precaution to prevent the
enemy troops from occupying
Zhongdu, thus threatening the
security to Dadu. However, the
gates of Zhongdu were preserved
and used as customhouses. This
indicates that the old city
still played an important role
in the economy of the metropolis
(MAP 2-12).
Part of the workshop area to the
south of the new city continued
to operate for the construction
of less important palaces,
offices and houses. They also
housed the maintenance groups.
Some warehouses and workshops
were abandoned later. They were
then occupied by the poor. That
explains why the "qionghan shi"
market for the poor)
are located in front of the
three southern gates of Dadu.
-3
BEI~PING AND
EARLY MING
SECTION 5
Around the mid-fourteenth
century, outbreaks of unrest
occurred everywhere in China. In,
1368, thw Ming Dynasty troops
broke into Dadu and the last
Emperor of the Yuan Dynasty with
his wives and families escape to
the north. When the Ming Dynasty
troops entered Dadu, they
surveyed both the north city
(Dadu) and the remains of south
city (Zhongdu). They destroyed
the Palace City of Dadu and
removed all the usable materials
from Dadu to Nanjing ( ,
Yingtian Fu ) in south
China. For the sake of defence,
the Ming government abandoned
eighteen wards and the Northern
Palace in the north part of the
city where only very few people
lived. They built a new north
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wall a little north of the Drum
Tower of Dadu. The remaining
city had only thirty-three
wards. At the same time, a great
number of the population
emigrated to other areas for
agricultural reasons (MAP 2-13).
After the internal security was
stablized in the Ming
Government, the First Emperor of
the Ming Dynasty installed his
sons to different parts of the
country. Beiping (the official -
name of Beijing during the early
Ming Dynasty) was granted to Zhu
Li (449), Yen Wang (
the King of Yen), who was the ?
most ambitious son of the First
Emperor. Zhu Li was assigned to
Beiping in order to prevent the
return of Mongolians, thus he?
Controlled a great many troops.
After Zhu Li arrived at Beiping,
he started to gather people with
talents to reconstruct the city
and rebuild the palaces. His own
palace was built on the
foundation of the palace city of
Yuan Dynasty. The basic
organization of his palace is
the same as Yuan's palace city.
The major difference is the
color of the roof and
decorations. They are green
instead of yellow because yellow
colored roofs are only to be
used for emperor's palace. In
the same period, the city wall
was covered with bricks and
stones for the first time.
In 1399, very shortly after the
death of the first Emperor, Zhu
Li seized the throne from his
nephew. After stablizing the
political situation in the
country, he started
reconstruction of Beijing.
From 1402 on, for four
consecutive years, more than
twenty thousand families are
forced to immigrate to Beijing ?
and its surrounding areas. This
movement increased drastically
the population of the city. It
also provided the labor force
for the coming reconstruction.
In 1406, Zhu Li gave an order to
the Engineering Department of
the Government to enlist the
best craftsmen from all the
provinces and gather them in
Beijing before May of the next
year. In the meantime,
administrations of every
province started collecting and
transporting materials, such as
wood, bricks, tiles, paints,
etc., for the construction of
Beijing.
These preparatory works bore a
direct influence on the future
development of Beijing's urban
structure. The most prominent
event was the rebuilding of the
workshop area to the south of
Tonghui He. This workshop area
had been used during the
construction of Dadu in the Yuan
Dynasty. The workshops were used
not only in the reconstruction
during the Ming Dynasty but also
were continuously used in the
subsequent hundreds of years.
A wood workshop area was
arranged to the east of Lizheng
Men ( g. )(19 in MAP 2-13).
The planning of this area was
based on the procedure of wood
processing. Shenmu Chang (40,4Z-.
K)(14in MAP 2-13) is located
on the east end of this area for
storage and as a primary
processing place for wood
structural elements. From its
westgate, a street of 25 steps
wide called Shenmu Chang Dajie
was built to' ~2
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transport wooden structural
elements. The street leads to
Wenming Men Wai Dajie (;%. 1
)(16 in MAP 2-13)
where the processed wooden ?
elements were transported north
into the city.
Before they reached Wenming Men
Wai Dajie, another factory -
Choufen Chang (jWOf&),)(8 in
MAP 2-13) - was constructed for
shaping the wooden elements.
After this process, wood
elements were sent to the other
side of Wenming Men Wai Dajie
(16 in MAP 2-13), where Damio
Cheng ( )(7 in MAP
2-13) was located. Damo Chang
took care of the polishing work
in the final stage. After
finishing the whole process, the
wooden structural elements were
stored until they were needed at
the site.
In addition, to the South of
Coufen Chong, there is a Ximu
Chang ( $ )(9 in MAP 2-
13) - a factory for the
processing of partitions and
minor wooden components. To the
north of this wooden structure
processing area, between the
moat of Beiping and Tonghui He,
was another factory called Taiji
Chang (/1* $,r )(10 in MAP 2-
13) where the workers processed
stone parts of the foundations
for buildings and the processed
materials were stored.
On the other side of Lizheng
Men, there was a glazed tile
factory - Liuli Chang (MIAA
(11 in MAP 2-13), a black tile
factory - Heiwa Chang ( A )
(12 in MAp 2-13), and a fine'
tile factory - Xiwa Chang ( $M
;k$v)(13 in MAP 2-13). A
small north-south canal has been
built to transport the tiles to
the construction site (18 in MAP
3-12).
residential area had been
planned to house the workers. We
can still identify these areas in
"The Complete Map of Beijing.
Qienlong Period". They are as
regular as the residential areas
planned in the Yuan Dynasty.
However, these newly planned
blocks are narrower.
In 1409 AD, the preparation
work was sufficient to start a
part of the major construction.
The first major project began
on May 1409, However, not in the
city. It was the tomb for Zhu Li
and his wife. The construction
of this tomb took about four
years, and employed most of the
workers in Beijing. After the
tomb was completed, the
construction team came back to
Beijing.
In 1414 AD, the Imperial
Garden was expanded southward. A
new lake named Nan Hai
06her than these factories, a
the South Sea)(23 in MAP 2-14)
was built. Then in 1416, the ,
West Palace complex (t %_ )
-(2 in MAP 2-14) was constructed
as a temporary palace for the
emperor's ceremony. Thus, the
major construction in the Palace
City could begin.
On Feburary of 1417, the Emperor
Zhu Li gave the official order to
the Engineering Ministry to
begin the reconstruction of
Beijing's Palace City. The
construction continued for three
consecutive years without any
delay because there was a
sufficient supply of
construction materials. On
September of 1420 AD the work
of Beijing came to its
completion and Beijing was
announced to be the new capital
of the Ming Dynasty.
Unfortunately, in April of 1421r
only half a year after the
completion of the Palace City,
the Three Main Halls
(M in 2-2) which were located on
the major axis were burnt.
Another fire, in December 1422
AD, destroyed the Three Back
Halls ( 4 , )K )(B in 2-2)
also located on the major axis.
These palaces were not rebuilt
until Zhu Li's death (in 1424
AD). Later, the palaces were
rebuilt in 1440 AD and completed
in 1442 AD.
The reconstruction of Beijing
from 1402 to 1420 entailed
mainly the rebuilding of the
Palace City and extending of the
Palace City's major axis
southward. In order to contain
the new Palace City, the -
Imperial City needed to be
enlarged. Nanjing's Imperial
City is 'chosen as model of
design for the new Imperial
City. (Nanjing was the capital
of Ming Dynasty before 1420 AD)
The plans of Nanjing and BeiJing
almost fulfill all the
principles that express the
imperial symbol. The
organization of axis and the
arrangement of buldings on this
axis in Beijing became the most
rigorous major axis in Chinese
history (2-2).
The extension of the major axis
and the enlargement of the
Imperial City caused immense
changes to the city. First, the
extension of the major axis
forced the south city wall to
move southward. This measure
subsequently blocked up part of
Tonghui He. Consequently, the
west market lost its advantage
of water transportation from the
canal. Thus the west market had
to be relocated to the adjacent
major street.
The enlarged Imperial City
enclosed part of the canal in
the city and blocked its way up to
Jishu Tan ( ;g)(25 in MAP
2-14). Bcth the east and north
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market were greatly affected
owing to the loss of water
transportational advantage
caused by this change. The north
market became a secondary market
and the east market moved to
Xisi Pailou( 5 )
where the land transportation
was more accessible.
Chipan Jie (; %#16(C in MAP 2-
2), a square between Daming Men
(F1 ) and Zhengyang Men,
(D & Z in 2-2) became the most
prosperous market in the city.
It was the only place to the
south of the Imperial City that
connected the east and west
parts of the Inner City. The
prosperities extended from
Daming Men to the Imperial Way
outside Zhengyang Men.
Due to the long term
construction and maintenance of
palaces, the south gates area
and the markets flourished.
This area gradually merged with
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Note: Xi Gong = West Palace
the northeastern corner of
Zhongdu where the remaining part
of the original settlement was.
This area included public and
private workshops, different
kinds of service businesses, and
a few barracks for the imperial
army. The whole area was as
populated as that inside the
city. It was characterized as
the service and production
sector of the city. The walled
area of the city, on the other
hand, was the consumption
sector. Most of the buildings in
the city were houses and shops.
BFIING AFTER 1553
SECTION G
Because the area south of the
city prospered in a short period
of time, and because the
Mongolian troops invaded from
the north several times, plans
for an outer wall were proposed
by ranking officials. Among
them, the plan proposed in 1554
is recorded in details. The
implemented plan is an
adjustment based on this plan.
The basic concept is to build a
square outer ring wall. However,
this plan was altered to utilize
most of the remains of Zhongdu's
Imperial City walls and Dadu's
outer walls in order to save on
construction costs. Thus the new
east and west walls would turn
diagonally inside to Yuan
Dynasty walls (MAP 2-15).
The plan was approved.
Unfortunately, the budget did not
allow for the completion of this
project. The prime minister
decided to build the south wall
first and to implement the other
parts of the project later. Even
so, the southern wall was still
too costly. It was then decided
to shorten the southern wall to
13 "Li" as oppose to the original
proposal of 18 to 20 "Li." It
turns northward to link with the
existing Inner City wall. The
economic conditions of the Ming
Dynasty never improved, thus,
the first outer wall plan of
1554 was never completely
executed (MAP 2-16).
After the construction of this
outer wall, for about three
hundred years, there was no 40
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1.Water Gates
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major change in the physical
structure of the city. A few
political and social changes led
to small scale alterations to
the streets of the Inner City.
For example, Manchurians were
allowed to reside in the
Imperial City during the Qing
Dynasty (1664 AD to 1910 AD).
This policy resulted in the
change of atmosphere and in part
of the street organization of
the Imperial City.
Also, some institutions which
occupied large pieces of land
were eliminated and these areas
were then taken by other
residents. Organic patterns grew
within these areas, replacing
the regular rectilinear layout.
Furthermore, in 1649, in order
to prevent racial conflicts, all
the Chinese were driven out of
the Inner City. This policy of
segregation led to the ?
neutralization and integration
of the former spatial system
which was based on the natural
segregation of various social
classes. The Manchurians had a
different social structure from
that of the Chinese. In their
society, different classes of
people lived together to form a
community. People were not
segregated by economic status.
Thus, the physical tissue of the
whole city became more
homogeneous.
was produced at this
transitional period when the
social and economical structure
of the early Qing Dynasty began
to break down.
Also, the Manchurians had the 2-3 PROPOSED WALL SECTION
obligation of military service, OF OUTER CITY (1553)
therefore they did not need to
earn a living. The government
paid their salaries based on
their ranks in the army. As a
result, the commercial
activities in the Inner City were
minimum. As the population of
Manchurians increased and the
mixture of different races
became popular, the homogeneity
of the city changed gradually.
"The Complete Map of Beijing"
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-WALLS AND GATES OF BEIJING
In Chinese, the character
"cheng" ( $ ) means "wall of a
city" and "Shi" ( * ) means
"market." The combination of
cheng and shi - "chengshi"
(14+) then is "city" in
English. It represents the
physical characteristics of a
city - a place of walled_
enclosure and markets. Looking
for the distinctive features of
"cheng," we can also trace back
to an early definition of the
character "cheng." Cheng is
built to contain people ( fh.
This means that a city
wall in China usually extends
wide enough to contain not only
the daily activities of people
in the city, but also to protect
people who live in the
surrounding hinterland in case
they are threatened by enemies
or natural disasters such as
flood. Thus, it becomes a
tradition to build city walls
wider than what was needed for
the city's population. These
large walled cities spread
extensively and comprise a major
characteristic of Chinese human
landscape.
Beijing was used as capital for
most of the time in late
imperial China. Through a
long-term refinement and
transformation, the walls of
Beijing developed to be a huge
and complex multi-enclosure
system. It is the best
illustration of the idea of
"cheng" (MAP 3-1).
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The arrangement of these four
layers of walls, conceptually,
is a concentric square, or -
Chinese Box as westerns called.
It is the form of the ideal
world developed in the early
stage of the feudal era. This
ideal form was intended to
coordinate social, economic and
political issues in the ideal
country. Basically, a country
is divided by irrigation canals
and road systems into square
grids of equal size, which are
further divided into nine lots
by smaller ditches and paths.
The grids are assigned to people
to be used for agriculture. The
rulers were placed at the center
of the country, and the country
was sectioned by concentric
squares, all sections assigned
to different classes of citizens
who carried out different
functions. This ideal form was
not entirely a utopia. It was
partially accomplished during
_ _ 
_ 
_ _ _w__ P- 3
3-1
1 BASIC LAND UNIT FOR EIGHT
FAMILIES (JING ( )
2,FOUR BASIC UNITS --
A COMMUNITY (YI j )
3.A HUNDRED UNIT, -- CHENG
( A)
4.THE DIRECT CONTROL LAND
FOR KING IN THE FEUDAL
SYSTEM
5.CAPITAL OF KING
One of the interpretations of
the ideal country and capital
described in the early Zhou
Dvnastv text. It is in the
book--Jing Tian Tu Kao by Zhu
Keji in late Oing Dynastv.
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the early stage of feudal era.
After some time, society became
more and more complex so that
the system was no longer useful
to the rulers as a tool to rule
the country. Thus the system as
a totality to coordinate all the
issues in the country was
abandoned. The texts about this
ideal form of country, however,
are preserved and later are
interpreted by scholars and are
used as models in capital design.
(3-1).
One of the major concepts
preserved in designing the
capital is the concentric
enclosure as a land-use model,
which is clearly illustrated
in the previous chapter. The
contents of different sections
vary from one dynasty to
another. They all follow the
rule that those people who are
allowed to live closer to the
Emperor are those who are more
intimate to the emperor. This
situition is more obvious in the
Qing Dynasty.
The Forbidden City is the core
of Beijing. It is a castle for
the Emperor. He rules the
country in the main halls of the
front part of Forbidden City
where only very few high-ranking
officials are allowed entrance.
And only the Emperor, his wives,
and the crown prince are allowed
to live in the Forbidden City
along with thousands of
servants.
The second layer of Beijing is
the Imperial City. In the Ming
Dynasty, the Imperial City had
no residents. Here are imperial
workshops, institutions,
temples, warehouses, barracks,
imperial gardens, and other
minor palaces. It was not until
the begining of Qing Dynasty
that the Emperor assigned part
of the Imperial City to
Manchurian Chiren (
Flag People, those who joined
the Eight Flag Army during the
establishment of the Qing
Dynasty). These people filled
their houses in the open land in
the Imperial City with no
comprehensive planning. Allowing
people to live in the Imperial
City created security problems,
thus curfew was held at night.
During curfew hours, the gates
of the Imperial City were opened
only on emergency occasions,
such as finding doctors for the
birth of babies and for serious
illness, or sending emergency
official business.
The third layer - Inner City -
was controlled under a law
legislated in 1648 AD. The law
required all the original
Chinese residents to move from
the Inner City to the Outer City
with very low compensation. It
also regulated that Chinese who
are not Flag People (Chren) or
nonresidents could not stay
overnight in Inner City. Chiren,
based on their original tribes
(such as Manchurian, Mongolian,
and Chinese), were assigned to
live in specific areas of the
Inner City. According to the old
documents, the Manchurians lived
the nearest to the Emperor, the
Mongolians lived next to the
Manchurians and the Chinese flag
people next to the Mongolians.
This arrangement was not
accompanied by a physical
barrier; however, it further
stressed the concentric square
idea.
old documents, we can identify
three major groups of people who
lived in the Outer City:
businessmen, chinese scholars
and students, and service
staffs.
With this general introduction
to the-characters of each layer,
it is time for us to return to
our main interest in this
chapter - the physical city
wall. The following texts in
this chapter systematically
describes the four layers of
city walls of Beijing, and are
structured in order of different
layers from the inside to the
outside.
The outer city was not
controlled under any zoning
regulation or any race
segregation policy. Still, all
the people who intended to enter
the Outer City were required to
show their identification. From 47
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SECTION .1
GENERAL FEATURES
The Forbidden City is a city
wall of rectangular shape with
longer north-south direction.
The length of its eastern and
western walls is 961 M and of
its southern and northern walls
is 753 M. The perimeter counted
by the Chinese "Li" system is
exactly 6 "Li" ( , 1 "Li"
= 1800 "Chi" , 6 "Li" =
10800 "Chi", 1 "Chi"=0.318 M).
There are four gates on each
side of Forbidden City. The
southern and northern gates are
placed on the center of the
wall, while the eastern and
western gates are south of the
center of the wall in order to
face an earlier-built road
leadi-g to a gate of the
Imperial City. Each gate has
ramps on both sides. They
TABLE 3-1 FORBIDDEN CITY
METRIC CHI
EAST/WEST 961 M 3029.5 Chi
SOU./NOR. 753 M 2362.0 Chi
PERIMETER 3428 M 10783.0 Chi
Note: Both figures are based on
surveying. The figure in
metric syste} is from
"Palaces f the Forbidden
City" in 1982, and the ?
other is from "Da Qing
Hui Dian" ( )
in early Qing Dynasty.
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provide the only access to the
top of the city wall. Four
pavilions - "jiaoLou" (- /W)
are built at the four corners
respectively with the platform
protruding inward, and there are
no bastions on the walls.
Therefore, looking from outside,
the wall has a completely flat
elevation.
Outside the wall, a fifteen-foot
gap away, there are three rows
of security guards' dormitory on
the east, west and north sides.
Further out, a moat surrounds
the entire Forbidden City. It is
a stone-built, 6-meters-deep and
52-meters-wide canal. There are
culverts used as a bridge when
the moat meets the four gates
(MAP 3-2).
The height of the city wall is
25 "Chi" (7.95 M), the width of
the base is 27 "Chi" (8.59 M),
and the width of the top of city
wall is 21 "Chi" (6.68 M).
Compared with other layers of
city wall in Beijing, the
Forbidden City wall is very
steep. It has parapets of 4
"Chi" (1.27 M) high that runs on
the outer edge to protect the
defender when they are shooting
out, and on the inner side there
is a course of low wall to
prevent accidental falling (3-
2).
The physical settings and other
security measures ensure the
impossibility of entering the
Forbidden City without
permission. This symbolic
function is in fact more
important than the defensive
function. In time of emergency,
most often the Emperor simply
retreats from the Forbidden
City.
3-2 PARAPETS & SECTION OF IMPERIAL CITY WALL
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SECTION
THE GATES AND CORNER PAVILIONS
1. THE SOUTH GATE - WU MEN
Wu Men ( 1fP61) is the front
gate of Forbidden City.
Symbolically, it is the center
of the whole country. The most
important ceremonies took place
in front of it. Therefore, Wu
Men is the most distinctive and
elaborate gate among all the
qates of Beijing. It follows the
conception of an ancient
building type "que" (
which is a gate with two towers
on both sides. However, the
appearance of Wu Men is quite
different from its ancient
predecessors. It is a "
shape in plan with five
gateways. Three of them lead
straightly to Forbidden City,
and the other two enter from two
sides and turn ninety degrees to
e-ter the Forbidden City (3-3).
The buildings on top of these
gateways are spectacular. The
P3- 1 The westerners was marching towards Wu Men of Palace City
to meet Chinese Emperor after a military victory over China.
GATEWAYS
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main building is placed on the
top of the three straight
gateways. It is a nine-bay
building with yellow colour
double-eaved and five-ridged
roof ( , which is.
designated as the highest ranked
building type among the Qing
Dynasty building standards. The
main building is connected by
short verandas with both the
Drum Tower and the Bell Tower on
its two sides. Turn ninety
degree, and on the end of the
protruded platform there are two
identical "Guan" (0
connecting with the Drum Tower
or Bell Tower by verandas (P 3-'
1, P 3-2). The whole composition
-is named as the Five Phoenix
Pavilion ( V) which
is considered as the latest form
of "que."
P 3-2 WU MEN (BACK) t
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2. DONGHUA MEN ( I,4
XIHUA MEN ( ),
SHENWU MEN (
The other three gates of the
Forbidden City are identical to
one another. They all have three
NL t 2 a-ur m C! r-m-
40 IWA -t.
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straight gateways and a seven-
bay main building with a yellow
roof of five ridges and double
eaves. On both sides of the gate
there are two ramps which go up
to and down from the top of city
wall. Outside the gate, on both
sides, there are three-bay guard
houses for the security guards
who check the permission for
entrance to the Forbidden City
(3-4).
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3. CORNER PAVILLIONS - JIAOLOUS
On every corner of the Forbidden
City, there are corner pavilions
set on an enlarged platform.
These pavilions are not
constructed for military
purposes. Instead, they were
transformed into places for the
Emperor to overlook the city.
The plan of the pavilion is anI
overlap of a cross shape and a
square shape. With this complex
plan, the roofs of these corner
pavilions are probably the most
complex structures in Chinese
ancient architecture (P 3-4, 3-
5). Legends said that they have
nine beams, eighteen columns and
Seventy-two roof ridges.
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IMPE1ILAL CITY
SECTION 2
GENERAL FEATURES
There are two different ways to
count the boundary of Imperial-
City. One is to consider the "T"
shape area in front of Tienan
Men ( ) as part of the
Imperial City, the other is to
exclude this area (MAP 3-3).
If we exclude the "T" shaped'
area, the shape of Imperial City
may be seen as a rectangle with
a longer north-south direction.
The shape has a defection on the
southwestern corner. The
defection has been there since
the reconstruction of the
Imperial City in the early Ming
Dynasty, partly because this
area was occpuied by civilians'
houses preventing the Emperor
from expending his palaces, and
partly because the defection in
the southwest corner is
considered as good spirit in the
Fang Sui (j, geomoncy)
principles.
Counting without the "T" area,
the perimeter of the Imperial
City is 36,565 "chi" (11,627.7
M), and the height of the wall
is 18 "chi" (5.72 M). The bottom
of the wall is 6.5 "chi" (2.07
M) in width, while the top is
5.2 "chi" (1.65 M). The lower
part is made of stone, and the
upper part of bricks. The brick
parts are coated with plaster
and painted in red colour. The
top of the wall is covered by
the glazed yellow tiles.
There are four gates on the
Imperial City wall. All the
gates have names relating to
2
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peace - Tienan Men
The Heavenly Peace Gate, south),
Beian Men or Dian Men (1,r
The northern Peace Gate, north),
Xian Men ( WW I_., The
western Peace Gate, west),
Dongan Men ( , The
Estern Peace Gate, east).
Considering the count including
the "T" shaped square, three
more gates are added. The three
additional gates are Daqing Men
(A I) in the front,
Changan Youmen ( )
on the west and Changan Zuomen
(* ~n) on the east.
Meanwhile, Tienan Men will be
enclosed in the "T" shaped area.
-Counting in this way, there will
be six. gates on the Imperial
City wall.
GATES
The seven gates of Imperial City
can be categorized into three
types based on their
differentiation of form.
1. DAQING MEN, CHANGAN YOUMEN,
CHANGAN ZUOMEN
The three gates in front of
Tianan Men - Daqing Men, Changan
Youmen, and Changan Zuomen are
the same type of gates.
They are brick gates (%* ?I )
as Qing Dynasty Building
Standard prescribed. There are
three brick arches covered by
roofs of nine ridges and a
single eaves. The brick part is
A
-
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covered with red plaster and the
tiles are yellow (P 3-5).
P. 3-5
/8'
WALL OF
IMPERIAL CITY
SECTION
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2. DONGAN MEN, XIAN MEN, BEIAN
MEN
The other three gates - Dongan
Men ( 4 ), Xian Men
( ~ ) and Beian Men
( V ~ ) are the same kind
of gates. They are similar to
typical gates on ordinary large
building complexes. They are
built on the ground level
instead of standing on a high
platform. Each is constructed of
a five-bay wooden structure,
with a single roof-eaves and
nine roof ridges. The middle
three bays are access ways and
the other two are windows (P 3-
6).
P3-6 shows an isometric drawing
about the Emperor Kangxi
( X ) returning from Yuanming
Yuan (C A ). at his
sixtieth birthday. The ranking
officials are dressed up and
waiting out of Xian Men. The
facade of buildings on the
street are decorated by
temporary facades for the
celebration of the Emperor's
birthday. Also, some temporary
"pailous" (fare built
at the center of the street.
.I L L -6 WAN SHOU SHENG DIAN TU (PARTIAL)
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3. TIANAN MEN
Tianan Men is the place where
the orders of the Emperor are
announced to the public.
Whenever there is an edict, it
is held by a gold phoenix which
descends from the gate tower. A
ranking official at the ground
level takes the edict and
announces it to the public (P 3_
7). The "T" shaped square,
although enclosed by walls, is
considered as public zone where
the Emperor contacts with
civilians. The "T" square in
front of Tienan Men is defined
by verandas called Qienbu Lang
( f , The Thousand Steps
Veranda). On the edge of the
flange of the "T" shape, Changan
Zuomen and Changan Youmen are
located. Both of them face to a
wide street. In addition, a
canal is arranged in bow shape
and five bridges are built on
the canal directly in front of
Tianan Men. These arrangements
signify the importance of the
classic Tianan Men Square.
Unlike the other gates of the
Imperial City, Tianan Men's gate
tower is not on the ground
level; instead it sits on a
five-arch gateway. Contrasting
with the low Imperial City wall,
Tianan Men is overwhelming in
the surrounding landscape.
THE FIVE GATE SYSTEM
According to a description in an
ancient text, the Emperor should
have five layers of gates in the
front of his palace. All capital
designers of different
dynasities in Chinese history
tried to accomplish this
criterion through their own
interpretations. The
reconstruction of Beijing in
Yungle period (1402-1424) .is the
most successful example of
incorporating such ideology into
j 3.7 A golden pheniex carrying the
emperor's edict is descended
from the gate tower. Meanwhile,
a ranking official at the ground
level is receiving the pheniex.
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Inspection Tour of the Emperor
(P 3-5).
From the central gate of Inner
City to Wu Men, a few extra
gates are built to accomplish
this idea, and the spaces
between them are well designed
to exaggerate the dignity of the
Emperor.
The five-gate series begins at
the front gate of Inner City -
Zhengyang Men ( ).
Entering Zhengyang Men, we are
facing a square called Chipan
Jie (4 4 , Chessboard
Street), which is open to the
public. This square is the most
flourishing area in the whole
city because it is the only
connection from west to east
in the southern part of Inner
City. The central area of this
square is surrounded by a stone
screen and is reserved for the
Beyond Daqing Men is the
Emperor's territory. After
entering Daqing Men, the space
is narrowed into a long
corridor with verandas on both
sides. This long corridor leads
to Tianan Men. In the front of
Tianan Men, the space opens up
again for the ceremonies such as
the anouncement of the Emperor's
edict,
physical form.
The sense of confinement
increases along the way after we
enter Tianan Men. We are looking
at Duan Men ( %) at this
moment. Duan Men is one of the
extra gates mentioned ?
previously. It is identical to
Tianan Men, and the space
between these two gates is
completely enclosed. The 3-7 FIVE GATES SYSTEM 5
repetition and the sense of
enclosure creates confusion,
thus increasing the mystique of
Imperial power. We have a little
release as we enter into Duan
Men; there is another narrow
corridor, then the final gate of
the series - Wu Men. Among the
five gates in the series, Wu Men
is the one of the greatest
monumentality. It is a strong
epilogue for the five-gate
series and is also a beginning
of another series leading to the
mythical Forbidden City (3-7).
IYIIER C(ITy
SECTION 3
GENERAL FEATURES
Among the walls of Beijing, the
Inner City wall has the most
distinctive features, because
its elements such as gates,
corner towers, bastions, ramps
and others are huge. These large
elements, in contrast with the
flat cityscape, become the most
important landmark in the city.
The Inner City wall of Beijing
is a rectangle with a longer
east-west direction. There is a
declination on the northwestern
corner caused by the existing
lakes outside that corner. This
declination makes the northern
wall longer than the southern
wall and the eastern wall longer
than the western. (The length of
every wall and the perimeter of
the Inner City is recorded in
TABLE 3-2
table 3-2) Outside this wall, a
moat surrounds the whole city.
The moat is 80 "chi" wide in
average and 10 "chi" deep.
According to "Da Qing Hui Dian"
the standard
cross section is :
MEASUREMENTS OF INNER CITY WALL
METRIC CHI LI Bastions G. H.* Year*
East 5680 M 17869.3 / 47 47 1276
West 4980 M 15645.2 / 44 44 1276
South 7100 M 22324.5 / 62 62 1402-20
North 7300 M 22959.3 / 19 64 1368-69
25060 M 78398.3 43 Li 180 S* 172 231 /
* G. H.
* Years
* S
Guard Houses
The Earlist Year of Construction
Step (1 Step = 5 Chi = 1.58 M)
height 35.5 "chi" (11.3 M)
base width 62.0 "chi" (19.7 M)
top width 50.0 "chi" (15.9 M)
The walls were constructed in
different periods so that the
cross sections differ from one
location to another, as Osvald
Siren recorded in 1920 (3-8).
The top of the wall is wide
enough to carry horses and
carriages. On the other side of
the wall top are parapets of 5.8
"chi" (1.84 M) in height(3-9).On
4-, .- /
the inner side is a course of 3
"chi" tall continuous wall (P 3-
8). As described in the Ming and
Qing Dynasty documents,, there ??
are 11,038 parapets on the edge
of Inner City wall.
Totally, there are nine gates on
the Inner City wall. The
southern wall has three gates,
and the other three walls have
two on each (Map 3-1) Every
gate has a castle called
yuecheng ( 1 ) or Weng-
cneng ( fj ) to reinforce
the gates. On the corners of
Inner City wall, there are
corner fortresses - Jiaolou
(4 ;) to reinforce the corner.
On the east, west and south side
of the wall,respectively an
average, every hundred meters
apart there is a bastion
protruding 50 "chi" (15.9 M) in
depth from the wall. At the back
of each bastion, on the top of
city wall, there is a three-bay
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building. Some of these
buildings are wall guards'
dormitories, some are used as
magazines. On the northern
wall, the number of bastions is
only one third of the number of
the guards' dorms. Totally,
there are one hundred and
seventy-two bastions around the
Inner City wall and two hundred
and thirty one buildings on its
top.
GATES OF INNER CITY
1. YUECHENG
At each gate, there is a castle
called yuecheng ( $
Moon shaped Wall) to reinforce
the gate (3-10). It protrudes
from the city wall in order to
gain a better vantage for
shooting at the enemies
approaching the gate. In the
case when the enermies break
into its outer gate and enter
yuecheng, the defenders can
attack from the top. There is no
way to climb up to the top of
wall in yuecheng, thus the
enemies will be destroyed or
have to surrender. The situation:
resembles catching a turtle in a
jar ( ) Therefore,,
yuecheng is also called
wengcheng ( ), which means'
a jar-like castle.
The basic elements and arrange-
ment are the same in every yue-
cheng of Inner City. Normally,
yuecheng is a U-shaped wall that
covers the outside of a gate
(P3-9, P3-10).There is always a
gateway on one side of the U-
shaped wall. In order to enter
the city, one has to turn at
least twice to pass the city
gate. This arrangement prevents
direct penetration of the city,
thus even should the enemies
break into the first gateway,
the distance in these yuecheng
are not long enough for. any
equipment to develope power to
break the doors of the second
gateway.
Zhengyang Men, nevertheless, is
the only exception;it has three
gateways on the U-shaped wall.
The center gateway opens only
for the emper's inspection tour;
the other two open to the
civilians.
Beside these similarities, each
yuecheng is different from the
others. The yuecheng of Xizhi
Men ( t ) and Dongzhi Men
( * :t are square-shaped
while the other seven gates are
U-shaped. The length of the
protrution of the yuechengs vary
from a hundred meters to a
hundred and fifty meters. ?
Zhengyang Men and Desheng Men
are the longest.
Chongwen Men (r ) and
Xuanwu Men ( l \j ) are a
little bit shorter and the
others are the shortest.
There are three main buildings
on the walls of a yuecheng
complex: the building on the
outside layer of yuecheng is
called qiaolou ( ), the
building or buildings on the
left or right side of yuecheng
are called falou ( ),
and one on the inside layer of
yuecheng is called menlou
( ). Qiaolou and falou are
built for defensive purposes.
Menlou, on the other hand, is a
symbolic momument.
Inside yuecheng there is always
a Guandi Miao (** ) ,a kind
of temple in memory of
Guangong. Guangong is a
legendary person who lived in
the three Kingdom period
221 AD-279 AD). Because
his loyalty to friends and, his
courage in the battlefields, he
becomes the symbol of virtue and
patriotism, respected by both
Manchurians and Chinese. Placing
P3-9 XIZHI MEN (Ijt 4A t
P3-10 XIZHI MEN ( L?0
G3
Guandi Miao inside every
yuecheng, on one hand, and
advocating loyalty to the
country, on the other hand,
implies a reliance on the super
power of Guangong to protect the
city (3-11, 3-12).
On both sides of a menlou, there
are two ramps inside the Inner
City for the passage of
carriages and horses. Not far
away from menlou, five flag
poles are set up on the city
wall for signaling emergencies. .
There are also two three-bay
houses on both sides of a menlou
which used as guards' dorms or
magizines.
Considering these facilities, it,
is worthwhile to talk more about*
the three main buildings -
qiaolou, falou, and menlou.
3-11
.QIAO LOU
2.FA LOU
3. MEN LOU .
4. GUAN DI MIAO
5. GUARD HOUSE
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1.QIAOLOU
Qiao Lou are four-story fortress
further stretching out from the
front of the "U" shape wall of
yuecheng. The plan of qiaolou is
of "T" shape with the flange to
the front. On the front and both
sides of qiaolou are gun pits on
every floor from where to shoot
approaching enemies. On the web
part there is only one gun pit
on the third floor. There are
not many openings on the web
part because the space in this
part is used for storage of
gunpower. Thus, openings on the
lower level would increase the
risk of burning the gunpower and
ruining the fortress. The back
of the web part has three huge
gates. The gates open up to theI
second floor level., The huge
gates allow carriages to get in
and out easily and conveniently
for millitary operations (3-13).
3-12
. QIAO LOU
2.FA LOU
3. MEN LOU
4. GUAN DI MIAO
5. GUARD HOUSE
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XIZIL MEN YIl CE( E
O)IAOLOUx
The main frames of qiaolou are
wood members. These members are
huge compared with normal-sized
buildings. Some of the beams are
as long as 10 meters-only the
beams in the main hall of
Imperial City are comparable.
The columns of qiaolou penetrate
deeply to ground level to ensure
the stability of the structure.
The whole building is covered by
very thick brick walls to resist
the attack of enemies. These
brick walls make qiaolous appear
from the outside to be grand and
durable. They appear as the most
salient objects as one
approaching from outside the
city (3-9, 3-10, 3-11).
Although qiaolous look
sentational from the outside,
they do not function too well as
a military reinforcement. The
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main reason is that the floors
inside are not deep enough or
strong enough to support heavy
weapons. The floors are of "U"
shape, and are attached on the
inside of the flange part. The
depth of these floors is 2
meters which is not enough for
weapons heavier than guns. The
remaining part of the interior
space is three or four stories
'high with the beams penetrating
regularly. The arrangement of
interior space for these
fortresses seems to be
unreasonable from the military
point of view in Qing Dynasty.
However, we have to remenber
that qiaolous of Inner City were
built in the early years of the-
15th century, when the weapon
system was not highly developed.
Also, in the Qing Dynasty the
strategy on defence was very
different, thus the military
function of the qiaolou was
unreasonable in the Qing
Dynasty. Therefore, the few
renovations of the Qing Dynasty
did not altar the orignal design.
They simply kept them as
monuments.
2.FALOU
Falous were set upon the top of
the outside gateway of yuecheng
in order to protect the gateway
should the enemy cross the moat
and approach the outer gateway.
In many ways, they are
miniatures of qiaolows - two-
story fortresses with only six
gunpits on each story, wood
structures covered by thick
brick walls (P3-13). Although
they appear much smaller in
size, they provide useful
reinforcement for the outer
gateway of yuecheng.
3. MENLOU- GATE TOWER
Menlous are buildings situated
on top of the gateways of the
city wall. Unlike qiaolous or
IP L )I M(
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falous, menlous serve no
military function. They serve
only as monuments marking the
importance of a gate and the
boundary of a city. This
function of monumentality is
achieved through the huge
building mass, decorative
details, colours and other
treatment (P3-12).
Although the dimensions of each
bay and the thickness of walls
vary from one menlou to another,
the type of all menlous is
basically the same (except that
the Zhengyang Men has nine
instead of seven bays). They are
all seven- bays-wide, three-
bays-deep, two- story wooden
structures with three layers of
eaves and nine ridge roofs (3-
14).
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and doors which are not solid.
The floor plans are a
rectangular concentric
arrangement of voids and solids.
The first layer is a veranda
surrounded by columns, then a
layer of thick wall used as the
structural core to reinforce the
wood framework, then the
interior space. The interior
space of the first floor is very
dark; the only opening are the
solid doors. This space is used
for storage of weapons and
gunpowers. The second floor is
of a similar plan arrangement,
with more openings and windows
JIAOLOU ( t) - CORNER
TOWERS
There are four jiaolous on the
four corners of Inner City.
Disreguarding the difference in
direction, these four jiaolous
are identical. The architecture
of a jiaolou can be considered
as an overlap of two qiaolous in
one corner. The structure and
covering materials of jiaolous
are the same as those of qiao-
lous. The two sides facing the
outside of the city have
fourteen gunpits on each floor.
The sides overlooking wall have
only four gunpits on each floor.
Inside, there are two gates on
the inside corner (P3-14, 3-15).
The jiaolou is considered as a
point of emphasis in defending
Inner City. There are two ramps
on both sides of the city wall
for the transportation of people
and materials.
JLVOLOIJ
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BASTIONS AND BATTERIES
As mentioned.before, at certain
distances, (80-100 M), bastions
are protruding from the city
wall. These bastions are
platforms connected on the outer
side of city wall, with 35 "chi"
by 35 "chi" top dimensions.
Their function is obvious; they
simply protrude from the city
wall to gain a better shooting
angle to protect the city wall.
At the back of the bastion, on
the city wall, there is a
magazine or guard house to
supply materials for the
bastion.
3-I 6
Every eight or nine bastions
there is an enlarged platform, a
battery for the operation of
heavier weapons. Also three-bay
building are set behind a
battery. Behind this building is
a pair of ramps to transport the
defensive equipment (3-16).
7'
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The Outer city was built in
Jiajing ( , 1522-1566
AD) period of the Ming Dynasity.
At the time, the cross sections
of the wallwere recorded as :
height
base width
top width
parapet
20 chi
20 chi
14 chi
4 chi
(6.36 M)
(4.45
(1.27
M)
M)
Either the wall was?
broadenedd during the late Ming
Dynasity or early Qing Dynasity,
or the above records are wrong.
"The Complete Map of Beijing,
Qienlong period" shows the
dimension of wall cross section
to be larger. A survey of
Beijing's city wall done by
Osvald Siren in the 1920s,
agrees the dimension of wall
cross section is almost the same
3-17
as in "The Complete Map." The
dimensions recorded in the Ming
Dynasty History are not large
enough for military purposes
because at the back of t.he
bastion there is usually a one-
bay building functioning as
guards' dorm or magazine which
has the plan of 13 chi by 10 chi
and which will block the entire
14 chi wide wall top (3-17, 3-
18, 3-19).
Besides the change in wall
thickness, between 1750 and
1920, the gates of Outer City
were renovated more than once.
The form of yuecheng was changed
and qiaolou were added for many
gates. There is no information
on the exact time of the
renovations nor on the scope of
alternations. However, it has
been recorded that in 1767 (the
A Iq2iA' A 44 A
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37th year of Qien Long Emperor),
Yungding Men ( *3tf )
and Guangan Men ( )
received complete renovation,
The renovation including
changing the manlou and giaolou
and altering the shape of the
yuecheng to make them look
similar to that of Inner City.
GENERAL FEATURES
The mass of Outer City wall is
much smaller than that of Inner
City. According to "The Complete
Map", the sectional dimensions
of Outer City wall are :
height 20 chi
base width 40 chi
top width 34 chi
parapets 5.8 chi (9487
parapets)
The actual figures vary from one
wall section to another, as Siren
Osvald recorded (3-18).?
on the wall; 43 of them are
accompanied by buildings on the
back. The bastions have the same
section as the city wall, and -
the depth of them on the base is
about 40 chi. The distance from
one bastion to another is about
380 to 400 meters.
There are seven gates. On the
south are Zuoan Men (P ),
Yungding Men ( Youan
Men ( ). The one on
the east wall is Guangqu Men
( P), and on the west
wall is Guangan Men ( & ).
There are also Dongbian Men
(P ), and Xibian Men
)4on the north (MAP
3-1).
Totally, there are 63 bastions
- H I
ZHENG MEN (J1F )
In the Qienlong period, the five
gates on the south, east and
west side of the city walls were.
all the same. The outer shape of
the yuechengs of these five
gates is of a half circle and
inner shape of the yuechengs is
square. The gateways on the
outer and inner sides are all
placed in the center (3-20, 10-
14).
There are no qiaolous on the
front platform of the yuechengs,
and the menlous are much smaller
than those of Inner City. All of
them are single-story, three-bay
buildings with single-eave and
nine-ridge roof
The structural frames are of
wood and solid walls surround
the whole building, thus the
only openings are doors on the
four sides. Behind the inner
gateway, there are two ramps
going up to the top of the city
wall (3-21).
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BIANMEN ( 'it M )
Bianmen means convenient gates.
Dongbianmen (4) and
Xibianman ( ) are
smaller than other zhengmens.
Both of them are located on the
north wall sections of Outer
City. The plans of yuecheng for
these two bianmens are exactly
half circles. There is no
qiaolou and falou on the
bianmens of Outer City, while
there is a menlou on the two
bianmen of the same type as
those of zhengmen. Besides the
shape and size difference
between the bianmen and
zhengmen, only one ramp is
associated with each (3-22, 3-
23, P3-16).
01 2 4 8M
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J IAOLOU ( ) 41
Four of the six Jiaolous of
Outer city are distributed on
the four corners of outer wall,
and two of them are on the
joints of Inner City and Outer
City walls. In "The Complete
Map of Beijing, the two jiaolous
on the joints are not visible
because of the defect in
perspective of the map. We can
see the one around the southwest
corner of Inner City in an
aerial photograph taken by Wulf
Pieter between 1933 and 1936.
The photograph is taken from far
away so that except for the mass
of jiaolou not much further
finform'ation can be derived from
it (P3-17).
The other four have the same
form but have different
directions. Jiaolous of these
Lour corners are three-story
fortresses with square plans
standing on a protruded
platform. Similar to qiaolou and
-iiaolou of Inner City, they are
wood-structured and are coverd
with thick brick walls. On the
sides facing out, each floor hae
three gunpits, and an the sides
facing in, each floor has one
gun pit. The defenders enter
the fortress from the sides
facing in and shoot from the
gunpits. The roof is cross-
ridged ( a complex roof
for a square plan; however, its
monumentality is stronger than
others'.
There are one or two 'small
buildings near the fortress and
a ramp on one side of the walls
3-24
NORTHWESTERN JIAOLOU OF OUTER CITY
J:JIAOLOU
G: GUARDS' DORM
P NORTHWESTERN JIAOLOU OF OUTER CITY
(3-24, P3-16).
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WATER GATES (.7)
The outer wall of Beijing has
three water gates and three
aqueducts to allow water to pass
into and out of the city. All
aqueducts are on the southern
wall. One is to to west of the
Altar of Agriculture
Another is between the Altar of
Heaven ( i ) and the Zuoan Men
The third one is on
the right-hand side of the Zuoan
Men. These aqueducts are
covered and not visible on the
ground. All the water gates are
in the two sections of northern
wall. One is to the east of
Xibian Men, the other two are on
the sides of Dongbian Men
Each water gates have three
courses to let water in or out
of the city. Each course has a
sluice to block water and has
two layers of pallisades to
'prevent enemies entering the
city from water gates. We will
describe the works of these
water locks in chapter five in
detail.
These four layers of walls in
Beijing were maintained by two
different institutions. The
Palace city and the Imperial
city were taken care of by the
Interior Events Department
(J A,). The Outer City
and Inner City were maintained
by the army. However, for major
maintenace and repair projects
permission from the Engineering
Department (...$ ) was needed
and funding had to be obtained
frQm the National Treasury.
The Manchurians were famous for-
their cavalry. They are not
-very good at defending cities.
Also, the Manchurians were a
minority in their empire. The
P3-17 JOINT OF INNER AND OUTER CITY WALLS
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segregation policy made it
impossible for them to increase
their troops. They preferedr to
concentrate troops for major
fights in the field rather then
to distribute them to defend
cities.
Therefore, although there were
four layers of walls in Beijing,
there were not enough troops and
facilities to defend the city.
The symbolic meaning and the
psychological effects of the
city walls were more important
than its military functions.
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SETI 1F STRETS
SECTION I
This study of the system of
streets attempts to discover
different aspects of the
streets. These include the
similarities and differences
streets profiles, the
relationship of streets to
alleys, the form and use
associations of streets, and
influences of other physical
elements on streets.
We can outline this chapter
into the following sections:
of
However, most of the photographs
were taken between 1860 and 1912
by various professional
photographers. These photographs
are still valid as good
illustrations because the form
and uses of streets in Beijing
did not change dramatically
for the one-hundred and fifty
years before 1911 AD.
the
1.types of streets
2.street networks
3.the uses of streets.
The sources used in this chapter
are mainly "The Complete Map of
Beijing, Qienlong period" and
other contemporary documents.
Streets may be classified in
different ways based on
different criteria. In this
section, we are discussing the
most obvious dinstinction, which
originated from the differences
of width decided during the
planning of Dadu of the Yuan
Dynasty. As we know from the
second chapter, the planner of
Dadu classified streets into
four types - "shunchengjie"
(l0 f b 1f, the streets
beside the city wall, 50 steps
wide), "dajie" ( 1 , wide
street, 24 steps wide),
xiaojie" (4%4,-J
narrow street, 12 steps), and
hutong (4m f'4ltf , alleys, 6
steps wide). Owing to the
differences in direction and
location and to the adjustment
due to inhabitation, these four
basic types have rich
variations.
To illustrate the types and
their variations, as many
examples as possible are given,
as well as descriptions of the
examples based on the
photographs and plans that are
available.
SHUNCHENGJIE ( )J 0
"Shunchengjie" is the widest
type of streets in Beijing. The
three characters - "shun,"
"cheng," "Jie" - in Chinese mean
the street attached to a city
wall. Both the Inner City and
the Outer City have
"shunchengjie." The
"shungchengjies" of the Inner
City are clearly defined by
houses and shops on one side and
the city wall on the other side.
For the Outer City, the density
of houses around city wall is
very low so that it is
impossible to recognize
"shunghengjies" from the map.
The original width of the
"shunchengjie" varies from 60
meters to 86 meters. The East
and West Shungchengjie built in
the Yuan Dynasty were 86 meters
wide, the North Shungchengjie
built in the early Ming Dynasty
is 60 meters wide, while the
South Shungchengjie built in
the Yongle period of the Ming
Dynasty is between 60 and 86
meters. Some of the streets are
occupied illegally by houses,
thus narrowing the street width
4-1
WEST SHUNCHENGJIE
OF INNER CITY
"Shunchengjies" were built for
military reasons. The ring of
"shunchengjies" along city walls
forms a military expressway
surrounding the city. They
allowed the speedy delivery of
orders and information, and the
transportation of people and
materials to the parts of city
wall that were attacked. In
addition, the width of the
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streets provided the
possibilities of gathering armed
forces in an emergency and were
ised as training fields in an
ordinary time. In fact, during
Qing Dynasity, the
"shungchengjies" of Inner City
were often used as a training
field.
Usually "shunchengjies" support
fewer commercial activities than
do "dajies" or "xiaojies." This
is because one side of the
street is city wall which
restricts the normal street
activities. Besides, in order to
ensure the accessibility of
"shungchengjies" at all times,
the activities on these streets
were restricted by the
government. However, some shops
face toward the "shunchengjie"
on sections near the gates of
city walls (4-1).
DAJIE
The streets oriented to gates of
the Inner City, the Outer City
and the Imperial City are
"dajie" ( XfIII ) which means
wide street. The original width
of the "dajie" is about 40 M. In
the course of time, residents
often occupied parts of the
street, so that some of the
streets are reduced to 25 meters
or less. Zhengyang Men Dajie
the street
in the front of the central gate
- Zhengyang Men of the Inner
City), is the Imperial Boulevard
leading to Tien Tan
altar of heaven), therefore it
is wider than any other. The
original width of this street is
86 M, but the long-term illegal
occupants reduce the central
part to 40 meters.
The atmosphere of the "dajie" in
the north-south direction is
different from that in the east-
west direction. Because the
north-south "dajies" gather
people coming out from the east-
west alley system, they are more
heavily used than are the east-
west "daies" (4-2). The heavy
commercial uses of the north-
south "dajies" caused a change
in the orientation of buildings
on both sides of the street from
their original north-south
direction to an east-west
direction (4-2). The depth of
these adjusted houses is about
20 M. The houses on the east--
west "dajie" did not have to
change orientation. The only
adjustment needed was to change
the buildings of courtyard
complexes adjacent to the street
into shops (4-4). The north side
of an east-west street benefits
from the sun during winter and
is more prosperous than its
south side.
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The shops facing the "dajie" are
always continuous and it is very
common to have a double- or
triple-roofed building, or
two-storied buildings on a "dajie"
in order to enlarge the interior
commercial spaces (1-2). Thus,
the appearance of any of these
two building types can be
considered an indicator of
commercial prosperity.
The facades of shops are
different from the normal facade
of a house, and different kinds
of shops have different facades
(P 4-2). Generally speaking, the
simplest shop facade has solid
wooden doors that can be moved
off during the daytime and
closed at night. They usually
have a simple signboard or
"huangzi" ( ) to catch the
attention of passers-by. There
are of course mo-e sophisticated
styles, called "dian mien,"
meaning decorating facade for
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shops (P 4-1). Different kinds
of shops or different kinds of
trades have different styles of
"dian mien." It would be
interesting and meaningful to
study the interior layout of
these shops and the interaction
between shops and street.
In the front of the shops, there
were usually stalls with tents
or umbrellas aligned on the
street. These stalls might or
might not belong to the shops
behind. The stalls and shops
defined a narrow temporary
street on both sides of the
"dajie." Outside the line of
stalls is the traffic line for
carts, carriages, camels, horses
and other transportations (P 4-
3, P4-4, P 4-5).
On some of the busier streets,
such as Chongwen Men Wai Dajie
the wide
street outside Chongwen Men;
Chongwen Men is the east
southern gate of Inner City),
some tents and stalls are
replaced by row shops. The row
shops on Chongwen Mem Wai Dajie
are not continuous through out
the whole street. The gaps are
filled by the stalls during the
commercial hours (4-6, location
refers to MAP 4-5).
Zhengyang Men Dajie (
was the widest and busiest
street in the city. The tents
and stalls beside the street
were here completely replaced by
permanent buildings. Many of
these buildings are two-story or
double- and triple-roof
buildings. Thus the street was
divided into three smaller
streets. The central street is
still as wide as other "dajies,"
and on both sides of this
central street new stalls and
tents are still more in evidence
than on any other street. In the
Qienlong period, in order to
4-5 DESHENG MEN DAJIE & GUOZISHI DAJIE
P 4-3 GUOZISHI DAJIE (
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prevent the endless extension of
venders' stalls to block
traffic, the Emperor issued an
edict to line up two 10 "chi"
curbs (1 "chi" = 0.318-0.345 M)
through the center of the
Imperial Boulevard for the
traffic flow. Only in the areas
between curbs and buildings
could one set up tents and
stalls. The other two temporary
streets on both sides developed
into two regular streets of 6
meters wide and are crowded with
people all the time (4-7,
location refer to MAP 4-5, P4-
6).
In early Qing Dynasty the
Government paid much attention
to the maintance and the
appearence of the "dajie." The
buildings on the street were not
allowed to be removed casually.
All changes of buildings on the
street had to be reported to
the city authorities.
- -~ - - .-P 4-4
GUOZISHI DAJIE
LOOKING FROM THE GATE
TOWER OF DESHENG MEN.
THE ILLEGAL OCCUPATION
OF STREET IS VERY
SERIES IN LATE QING
DYNASTY
P 4-5
ANDING MEN DAJIE
ALSO LOOKING FROM THE
GATE TOWER OF ANDING
MEN (THE EAST NORTHERN
GATE OF INNER CITY)
XIAOJIE (4. '4(In)
"Xiaojie" means narrow street or
small street. The original
design width was 18.5 M. In the
Qienlong period, the illegal
occupation of the sides of the
streets made the width of most
"xiaojies" narrow to 10 M.
Therefore, the distinction
between a "xiaojie" and a
"hutong" (f$ , alley) is not
on the width of the street. The
difference is on the location of
a street in the street network,
and on the importance of the
activities happening there (4-
12, 4-13).
Characteristic of a "jie" in
contrast with that of "hutong"
is its commercial activities.
"Dajie" is usually associated
with wholesale and shops with
some specialities while
"xiaojie" is associated with
retail and everyday shopping.
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The shops of "xiaojie" also form
continuous rows. But unlike
"dajie," the orientation of
building complexes on a north-
south "xiaojie" were unchanged.
In order to have a shop, people
only have to convert the wings
of their courtyard houses into
small shops (4-8). Also, there
are very few two-story buildings
or double-roof buildings. The
width of a "xiaojie" does not
allow stalls and tents to be set
up on both sides of a street,
therefore the vendors on a
"xiaojie" usually carry lighter
stalls and the activies are less
sophiscated (4-9, the location
of the street is indicated in
MAP 4-4).
The "xiaojies" around the
Zhengyang Men area are quite
different from others. The
prosperity of Zhengyang Men
Dajie penetrated into the
surrounding "xiaojies" and
Xl~IAI JI
RD COMPLEXESCOURTYAl
ALLEYS
ASHOPS
-___ XIAOJIE
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WINGS OF COURTYARDS
CONVERTED INTO SHOPS
4-5 NANXIAOJIE
A TYPICAL XIAOJIE IN INNER CITY
SECTION "A"
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"hutongs." For example, Meishi
Jie ( , ' 4 ) is a north-
south "xiaojie" parallel to
Zhengyang Men Dajie. The shops
on both sides are prosperous
enough to cause the conversion
of courtyards' directions.
Ocassionally, there are double-
or triple-roof buildings on the
front row of a courtyard complex
(4-10, the location of street is
indicated in MAP 4-5). Another'
example is the most famous Dasha
La (-). Almost all
buildings were two-storey or
multi-roof buildings (4-11, The
location of the street is
indicated in MAP 4-5). The
streets are filled with tea
houses, hotels, bars and other
recreational facilities. The
prosperity is the same as in the'
Zhengyang Men Dajie.
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1.NANMEISHI JIE
2.XIZHUSHIKOJ DAJIE (dfa32Jf
3.DASHALA (XIAOJIE) (.-' IJ)
4.XIANGYUKOU (XIAOJIE) ( f )
5.ZHENGYANG MEN DAJIE
6.ZIHUSHI (ir)
7. ROUSIII
8.BEIMEISIHI JIE
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HUTONG (t r )
"Hutong" means alley. The
designed width is 6 steps (9.3
M). In the Qienlong period, the
width of an "hutong" varied from
6 meters to 10 meters. The
distinction between "hutongs"
and. "xiaojies," especially among
the east-west ones, was vague
(4-12, 4-13). In the Qing
Dynasty, the homogeneous eight-
flag social structure replaced
the orginal social structure
thus breaking the texture course
by the differentiation of rich
from poor, and reduced the
commercial activities of the
Inner City. The distinction
between "hutong" and "xiaojie"
further diminished. For example,
the two "xiaojie" - Xingbu Jie
(' P )and Bozi Jie (--
) in 4-12 and the
"hutong" - Maoer Hutong ( J
) in 4-13 have no evident
differentiations. However,
Xingbu Jie and Bozi Jie are
SECTION 'A" 4-12
SECTION""B" 4-13 B NANLOGU XIANG1 -y f 1
45 MAOER HUTONG
46 YUER HUTONG
3;r"
24-12
A
1.XIANGBU JIE
2.BAOZI JIE
3.XIDAN BEI DAJIE
4.XUANWU MEN NAI DAJIE
P 4-7 A TYPICAL HUTONG OF INNER CITY
SIlIrIONG813
still categorized as "xiaojies"
because of importance in the
street network, and because of
their special position in the
historical development of urban
structure. (They are the
Southern Shunchengjie of Dadu in
the Yuan Dynasty.)
In a "hutong" of a residential
area, the front-row buildings of
courtyard complexes usually
faced inward. Only the gate
faced outward. Thus the
atmosphere is quiet (P 4-7). In
a "xiaojie," or a "hutong" in a
commercial area, the front row
is usually converted into shops,
thus the atmosphere and
activities are quite busy (P 4-
8). Another example is a north-
south "hutong" near the
Confuscious Temple and the
northern wall of the Inner City.
The difference between this and
the north-south "xiaojie" can be
recognized from the figure
P4-8 AN ALL EY NEAR DASHALA
A TYPICAL HUTONG IN A COMMERCIAL AREA
4-14 A NORTH-SOUTH HUTONG ON THE NORTH PART OF INNER CITY
SECTION "A"
qround plan (4-14, 4-9). In a
"xiaojie," the wing houses are
continuous along the street.
while in a "hutong" the wing
houses appear only casually.
SECTION 2
In the previous section we
looked at the individual street.
Here we look at streets as a
structural whole. Still, we are
not going to talk about the
patterns of alleys too much,
because the topic is more
related to another level of
study -- urban tissue.
Compared with some patterns
of alleys, this network is
stable. It rarely changed even
in a long time-frame. The
stability is based on the
restricted control of street
appearance by the government.
Also, the interruption of a
street network usually requires
an enormous and expensive
change of infrastructure, which
discourages the governments to
do so.
N
STREET SYSTEM OF BEIJING
MAP 4-1 INCLUDE ALL TIHE STREETS AND ALLEYS 31
The idea of street network is
not new at all. In a book - "Chen
Huan shi lue" (P )O
published in 1788, there is a
series of maps showing the
street networks of the Imperial
City, Inner City and Outer City
of Beijing (MAP 4-2) as well as
patterns of alleys for all
districts of the city. The idea
of street network in my
description is the same as in
this old document. However, the
author classifies the streets
into three levels based on the
previous section.
STREET NETWORK OF IMPERIAL CITY
The street network of the
Imperial City was established in
the Ming Dynasty. At that time
people were not allowed to
reside in the Imperial City. The
city was occupied by palaces,
Imperial Gardens and imperial
service workshops. The street
STREET NETWORK OF INNER CITY
STREET NETWORK OF OUTER CITY
GENERAL MAP SHOWING THE WHOLE CRY
STREETN NETWORK OF IMPERIAL CITY
MAP 4-2 MAPS FROM"CHEN HUAN SHI LUE" (T % &-I1788)
MAP 4-3
STREET NETWORK OF
network of the Isperial City was
set up for these institutions.
In the Qing Dynasty, Chiren
( ) were allowed to build
houses in the Imperial City, thus
people developed lower level
streets under Ming Dynasty
structure.
IMPERIAL CITY
the street network of the
Imperial City is hierachical.
The first level streets are the
streets surrounding the Palace
City and Mei Shan ( f,1
and those leading to the north,
west, and east gates of the
Imperial City. The second level
streets connect with one of the
first level streets
perpendicularly. And the third
level streets again connect with
one second level street, thus
the network is like a tree with
a few limbs.One part is
separated from the other parts
(MAP 4-3).
93The general characteristic of
SHUNCHENGJIE
STREET NETWORK OF INNER CITY
The streets of Inner City are
also classified into three
levels. The first level combines
two systems. One is the
"shunchengjie" and "dajie"
leading to the gates of Inner
City. The other system is
"dajies" coming out from gates
of the Imperial City and the
Huang Cheng Gen ( )1 & -
streets surrounding the Imperial
City walls (A in MAP 4-4).
Basically, the "dajie" of Inner
City penetrates through the
whole Inner City, while the
"dajie" coming out from the
Imperial City stops at the next
perpendicular "dajie" (MAP 4-4)
The joints of these "dajies" are
important to the transportation
of the city, and thus become
activity nodes. As we can see in
the next section, most of the
markets are located at these
joints.
MAP 4-4
STREET NET WOPK OF
INNER CITY
r
Streets of the other two levels
are filled into blocks
defined by "dajies" to form a
grid system. The infilled
"xiaojie" and are much more
crowded on the western half than
on the east, because on the
western side there are more
lakes and canals that disturb
the ideal pattern of the east-
west alleys system so that only
a few streets are able to
penetrate through these canals
thus distinguish there
positions. Besides, due to the
results of historical
developement, the western side
have more variat.ions on patterns
of alleys thus the ones that
remains their positions become
important (MAP 4-4).
STREET NETWORK OF OUTER CITY MAP
The organizational principle of
first-level streets of the Outer
City is the same as that of
Inner City ("shungchengjie" +
"dajies" lead to the gates). An
east-west "dajie" goes through
the middle of the Outer City
from the west gate to the east
gate. All the other "dajies"
join this street
perpendicularly.
The streets in this level
integrate the Outer City into a
whole. However, the Outer City
is composed of different parts
with different street patterns.
When we fill in the streets of
the other two levels step by
step, We discover the
differences of the street
pattern developed from the past
history of Beijing.
STREET NETWORK OF OUTER
4-15
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For example, to the east of the
altar of agriculture ()&P )
is the street network developed
for Zhongdu of the Jin
Dynasty. Outside Chongwen Men is
the area planned in the Early
Ming Dynasty used as wood
workshops for the construction
of the Palace City. While some
other areas are just the same as
rural areas outside the city
(MAP 4-5).
ISES (F
SECTION 3
Although I use the term "uses of
streets," I really mean to
describe the relationship
between uses and form of
streets. Also in my own
considerations some of the lower
"level" elements such as street
furniture are part of the
contents of urban form.
This section will be organized in.
three parts. The first part is a
description of general uses of
streets and alleys, such as
transportation and other
activities on street. The second
part is about the relationship of
markets and streets. The third
part is about how temple
festivals and temple markets
relate to streets and how these
temples are part of the system of,
urban spaces.
PART OF "WAN SHOU SHENG DIAN TU"
(1712)
A long picture describes the
inspection tour of Emperor
Kangxi from Yuanming Yuan to
Beijing in his
The forearm of the emperor's
security guard just come to this
part of Beijing -- Xinjie Kao.
Some of the ranking officials
already kneel down to wait for
the coming emperor.
P4-9
P 4-1 A CARRIAGE ON A DAJIE P4-12
P 4-10 A CAMEL BOY
A DONKEY SEDAN
P 4-13
A GROUP OF DONKEYS
COMING TO BEIJING
The background
renovated gate
Outer City,and
is a
of
the
street the donkey
coming to is a
shungcheng jie
Outer City.
of
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P 4-14 . P 4-15
A FRUIT VENDER AN ANTIQUE DEALER
*
P 4-IG
A PERSON PROVIDING THE
P 4-17
OLD FASHION MOVIES
SERVICE OF PAIRING TOE
NAILS
P
STREET
4-18
BARBER
GENERAL USES OF STREET
1. TRANSPORTATIONS
Transportation is only one of
the uses of streets in Beijing.
When we ask the reason why the
wide streets in Beijing are 40
M, it is impossible to answer
this unless we also consider the
uses of streets other than
transportation. However,
transportation is the first
thing we should discuss
considering the uses of streets.
The only occasions when the full
size of the wide streets were
used were the Imperial
Inspection Tours. The imperial
sedan chairs or carriages were
much bigger than regular ones,
and were also surrounded and
followed by a great deal of
entourages and security guards.
Also, in an Imperial Inspection
Tour many ranking officials had
to kneel down on both sides of
the street. Usually, there would
be a street curfew to clear the
street for these occasions.
However, in the pictorial P4-19
material shown here, the
occasion is the sixtieth
birthday of the Emperor Kangxi,
and the streets were open to the
public without curfew for the
celebrations. The vanguard of
Imperial Security Guards have
just passed through the area,
and some of the officials have
started to kneel down (P 4-9).
Normally people use donkeys,
donkey carts, carriages, sedans,
sedan chairs and monocyclecarts
to transport people and goods
within the city, and use camels,
donkeys, horses, carriages, and
donkey carts for out of city
trips. The volume of trans-
portation is relatively small
compared with the width of the
street (P 4-10, P 4-11, P 4-12,
P 4-13).
AN ELDER IS EATING ON AN EATERY'S
STY ALL
P 4-20
A FRUIT VENDER
He carries fruit
baskets with a
shoulder pole,thus
he can move around
Atreets and alleys
freely. P 4-22
AN EATERY OUTSIDE THE OUTI
FIXED EATERY IN THE CITY
ER CITY
A1~~~ 42 0100-2 1
2. VENDORS
The vendors were very important 1
characters in the street of
Beijing. We can find different
kinds of vendors on every corner
of open space of the city. Some
of the vendors settled in a
particular place and to wait for
the customers to come (P 4-21, P
4-22, P 4-23). The others wandered
around streets and alleys (P 4-
14, P 4-19, P 4-20). Some
vendors sold goods and
products and others provided to
door such as cutting
hair and paring toe nails and so
forth (P 4-15, P 4-16).
Sometimes, a vendor provides
special performances to attract
the attention of people in order
to sell their products (P 4-17).
Commonly, vendors sell food,
drinks, fruits, and daily
usages.
The mobility of these vendors
providing door to door service
P 4-23
Manchurian women are eating in front of a
semi pernament eatery. A semi-pernament stall
is usually a two-wheel cart carrying all the
stuffs needed such as tents,umbrellas,
stools,stoves,plates and everything. Although
the cart can move from one place to another
a vender usually keeps his cart in a certain
place to catch certain groups of people.
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made it possible for city
dwellers to shop without leaving
their houses. This was
particularly convenient for
women and children because they
need not leave their
neighborhood.
MARKETS AND STREETS OF BEIJING
In earlier Chinese cities such
as Changan ( ) of Tang
Dynasty, the market in the city
is separated and distinguished
from other wards. It is enclosed
by walls, and opened only on
certain hours in a day. The
purpose of this was to restrict
commercial activities and to
make the tax collection easier.
In the Qing Dynasty, the early
market style changed. There were
no separate settings for
markets. The notion markets in
the Qing Dynasty was segaments
of streest where commercial
activities were more
concentrated than other place.
In order to discover the
locations of markets the author
collected information from both
literal documents and "The
Complete Map of Beijing." Two
different methods were used in
collecting information. One is
-
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to identify all the two-story
buildings and multi-roof
buildings (1-2). These two
building types are specially
adjusted for commercial use,
therefore they can be considered
as indicators of commercial
intensity (MAP 4-6). Besides,
based on "The Complete Map of
Beijing" and other contemporary
maps and records, the author
defined all the streets and
alleys using the character- shi
( + ,market)- in their names.
Combining these two pieces of
information we can locate market
areas in the city. There were 13
markets in the Inner City and 8
markets in the Outer City. One
common physical characteristic
of these markets is that they~
were located on the streets
crosses or close to a gate (MAP
4-7).
Shops are much more concentrated
in markets than in other areas.
MARKETS
INNER CITY
1.DESHENG MEN
2.ZHONG GUO LOU
3.XINJIE KOU
4.JIAODAO KOU
5.BEIXIN QIAO
6.FUCHENG MEN
7.XI S)4iPAILOU
8.XIAN MEN
9.DONG SIPAILOU
10.NAOSHI KOU
11.XI DANPAILOU
12.NAOSHI KOU (the
13.CHIPAN JIE
same as 10)
OUTER CITY
1.XUANWU MEN
2.CHONGWEN MEN
3.ZHENGYANG MEN - ZHUSHI KOU
jff gf 1-74$
4.GUANGNING MEN
5.CAISHI KOU C7
6.HUASHI KOU
7.SHUNSHI KOU . 7
8.XIMI KOU t% 13
0 500 1000
STREET USING "SHI" IN ITS NAME e-e-ee
MAJOR TEMPLE MARKETS
MAP 4-7 MARKET LOCATIONS (1750)
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However, they are not the only
type of business in markets. In
the front of these regular
shops, stalls line up to form a
small street .in between. These
temporary street are the basic
form of the market. In these
small streets, it is usually
very crowded on regular market
hours (P 4-5,P 4-7).
These markets opened from 9
o'clock in the morning and
dismissed at dusk. Besides these
regular marketb, there were
markets open on special hours.
Those opened in the early morning
are xiaoshi ( , dawn
market). Those open during the
night were yeshi (
night market). After midnight,
there was a guishi (
ghost's market).
In the Qienlong period of Qing
Dynasty, two dawn market are
found in the 1788 text - Cen
4-16
NIGHI MARKETS OF BEIJING (1911)
XUANWU MENWAI DAJIE 4-15
ZHENGYANG MEN DAJIE 4-16
CHONGWEN WAI DAJIE 4-17
4-17
DISTRIBUTION OF STALLS
BUILT AREAS
4-15
YINIIks i04
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Huan Shi Lue (
Both of them located in the
Outer City. The western dawn
market (Xi Xiaoshi, t x4 )
was on the Lumashi Dajie
S ~), and the Eastern'
dawn market ( Dong xiaoshi,
) was on an open spaces
east to Jingzhong Miao
a temple in memory of a famous
general in the Song Dynasity).
They opened at 4 o'clock and
dismissed at 9 o'colck before
the regular market starts. Most
of the goods sold in the dawn
markets were used goods, and the
east dawn market is specially
famous for their used clothes.
Three night markets were located
in the front of the three
southern gates of Inner City (4-'
15, 4-16, 4-17). They were
opened from the dusk to midnight
by turn. Zhengyang Men Night
Market opens on the second,
fifth, and eighth day in every
ten days. Xuanwu Men Night
Market opens on the first,
fourth, and seventh daysand
Chongwen Men Night Market opens
on the third, sixth, nineth days
in every ten days. There was one
day off in every ten days.
Zhengyang Men night market was
more prosperous, the stalls
distribute on both sides of the
street. In the other two
markets, the stalls distributed
only on the east side of the
street to catch the last glimpse
of the setting sun.
The ghost market was a market
for stolen goods. It located on
the east-west "hutong" outside
Desheng Men ( , 1 in
MAP 4-7). These "hutongs" are
the remains of the Yuan Dynasty
planning.
TEMPLE MARKETS AND FESTIVALS
Temple markets and temple
festivals are different events.
Temple markets occurred in a few
famous temples in Beijing.
On certain days of every month,
these temples would open to
salesmen, allowing them to set
up stalls, tents, umbrellas,
tables and chairs in the
courtyards to do their business.
Temple festivals are more or
less like carnivals. They only
occurred for a few days once a
year. Normally, they occur on the
days before and after the most
important day of the temples such
as the birthday of the main god
worshiped in that temple (MAP 4-
8). The activities and
arrangement of spaces for temple
festivals was similar to temple
markets, and temple festivals
were always prosperous.
Temple markets and festivals
-1
IC)5
From the distribution pattern of
markets and temple markets, we
find that temple markets are set
up for different purposes from
regular markets. From the
vendors' view point, a temple
market provided better enclosed
spaces which could prevent
stalls from exposure in the
sandy wind. Many eaterys,
especially those not haveing a
shop in a regular street market,,
would like to have a space in a
temple market rather than on the
street. Besides, the crowd in a
temple market must have been
more intensive than in a regular!
market, and were willing to
spend money when participating
in a temple market or festival.
Moreover, different courtyards
in the temple market often had
different contents. Activities
that conflict with one another
could be arranged in different
courtyards thus preventing
conflict.
MARKET FESTIVALS IN THE CITY
INNER CITY
1.CHONGYUAN GUAN ( f )
JAN. 1-10
2.DONGYAOWANG MIAO ( )
APR. 15-28
3.XIYAOWANG MIAO ( )
APR. 15-28
4.BEIYAOWANG MIAO )
APR. 15-28
5.DU TUDI MIAO (
MAY 1-8
OUTER CITY
6.LIULI CHANG
JAN.4-17
7.PANTAO GONG
MAR. 1-3
8.NANYAOWANG MIAO (I )
APR. 15-28
9.DU ZAOJUN MIAO (% W )
AUG.1-3
CEN HUAN SHI LUE
1788)
DI JING SHVI SHI JI SHENG
( ,1758)
.16' '~'4~ N
MAP4-8 MAJOR TEMPLES FESTIVALS -NJTHECITY
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show that courtyards of temples
played important roles in the
open space system of Beijing. In
ordinary time, They were quiet
public places. Everyone could
get into the temples and enjoy
the peaceful atmosphere or ?
worship if he liked. In temple
markets or festival times, they
became a crowded market.
Although the courdyards of these
temples were huge, most of themI
were not large enough to contain!
all the activities during the
market or festival. Therefore,
some of the venders have to
extend out to the streets and
open spaces nearby these
temples. Observing some of the
most important temples that had
markets or festivals made it
easier for us to understand the
relationship between streets and
temples. All these temples are
facing or at least are near to
one of the major streets in the
city.
MAP
4-10
INNER CITY
O.MIAOYING SI )
5,6,15,16,25,26 (4-20)
1.HUGAO SI ()
9,10,19,20,19,30
2.BEIYAOWANG MIAO ( Zt . $ )
1,15
3.DONGYAOWANG MIAO ( - )
1915
4.LONGFU SI (r)
7,8,17,18,27,28
5.NAISHI ( t )
4,14,24
OUTER CITY
6.BAOGOU SI (k)
5,6,15,16,25,26
7.DU TUDI MIAO (1.±t)
3,13,23
8.HUAER SHI (A 4+ )
4,14,24
CEN HUAN SHI LUE ( $.%. )
DI JING SHUI SHI JI SHENG
(t ) U~
N
MAP 4-9 TEMPLE MARKETS ( 1758 ~ 1788)
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From the customer's point of
view, the temple market was not
just a market. It provided
family recreation. People could
try different tastes in
different stalls and can watch
all kinds of performances at the
same time. It was common for
women to go to these temples to
worship on a temple festival
day, for it was the only time
and place where they could go
out and relax (P 4-25). A temple
market also offered more
variation than a regular market
so that the customers did not
have to run about busily to get
different things. Besides, each
temple markets had its own ,
specialities. For example, Bao-
Guo Si's (4 ) temple
market was famous for its books,
calligraphys, soft pens, and
other materials for scholars.
Like night markets, these
famous temple markets occurred by
turn. The third day of every ten
days, the market took place in
Du Tudi Miao (. ' , a
temple of earth God), the fourth
day of every ten days, the
temple market occurred in Huoshen
Miao (9Zf* , a temple of Fire
God) of Huashi Dajie (&
flower market street). Then,
the markets moved into the Inner
City. On the fifth and sixth
days of every ten days, the
markets were in Miaoying Si(f)
a famous buddist temple with a
white pagoda, another name of
this temple is Baita Si) in the
west part of the Inner City. On the
seventh and eighth days of every
ten days, the markets were held in
Huguo si a huge
buddist temple to the north east
of Miaoying Si) also in the west
part of the Inner City. On the
nineth and tenth days of every
ten days, the market was held in
Longfu Si (?1 , a buddist
temple) in the east part of the
Inner City. The first and the
second days are the resting days
for the sellers.
Another two smaller temples also
have temple markets on the first
and fifteenth days of every
month. They are North Yaowang
Miao ( U# : A , temple
for Medical Gods near the north
wall in the Inner City) and East
Yaowang Miao ( .. ,.ri
another temple for the same
gods, located on the Dongzi Men
Dajie). In addition, a period
market, not directly related to
any other temple, was also held
in the Imperial City on the
fourth day of every ten days
(MAP 4-9).
walls. In fact, some of the
important temple festivals were
held in temples outside the city
while they were popular to both
city dwellers and peasants in
the country.
A temple market or festival was
always composed of different
activities at different spaces
and times, and could last for
periods of from three days to
fifteen days. There is therefore
no general description of the
temple market. Following are
several examples of specific
temple festivals and markets.
Theoretically, every temple has
its temple festival; however,
only a few were famous city
wide. The influence range of
these most famous temple
festivals was beyond the city 108
HUGUO SI (i JN1
The activities of Huguo Si
temple market included a dawn
market from 4 AM to 9 AM, and a
regular temple market from 9 AM
to the dusk. The dawn market,
though related to Hugou Si, was
not held inside the temple;
instead, it was on the "dajie"
west of the Huguo Si block. The
stalls of this dawn market were
distributed from the east
entrance of Siyingniang Hutong
( $ ., 4 ) in the
south to the east entrance of
Baochansi Hutong (
J01 I)in the north. The stalls
were all on the west side of the
street in order to catch. the
rising sun. This dawn market was
famous for its old books, wood
furniture, antiques and other
luxuries.
After 9 o'clock in the morning,
the regular temple market began.
As we entered the street - Huguo
MAP 4-10 HUGUO SI XIAO SHI (DAWN MARKET)
DISTRIBUTIONS OF STALLS
1.XISI BEI DAJIE
2.BAOCHAN SI HUTONGI
3.SHIYINGNIANG IllTONG
4.HiUGUO SI JIE
4-18
IIUGIX)SI
S* * *
ACTIVITIES IN HUGUO SI TEMPLE MARKETS 1920
1.DOG MARKET Je
2.BIRDS MARKET Fv
3.FLOWERS
5 .FRUIT§,CLEANI G 3TUFFS < $..Aa
.E AJERJ'ATERli. 1, P',
7.STREEI PiER FU S t ) 5
FL- EL-
Si Jie (111%4/1) - in the
front of Huguo Si, we began to
see the activities extended out
from the temple. Pets market,
flower shops, drug stores as
well as other stalls for daily
usages were distributed on this
street. The shops around Huguo
Si benifited from the temple ?~
market and became familiar to
everyone who ever attended this
market. They include tea houses,
bars, drug stores, furniture
workshops, and flower shops.
Entering Huguo Si, the
activities differ from one
courtyard to another. .For
example, in the first courtyard,
there were fruit stalls at the
front and cleaning tools and
daily usages at the back on the
west side of the central path.
On the oLher side of the central
path, there were eateries. The
third courtyard was famous for
different kinds of smal"l-dishes
foods and drinks. In the fifth
courtyard there were street
performers such as comedians,
magicians, signers, and others
players. The temple market did
not come to an end as we got
out of the northwest gate. The
small alleys out there were the
most famous bird markets during
the market days (MAP 4-10, 4-
18).
LONGFU S1,( Pt 4
Longfu Si temple market was as
famous as Huguo Si temple '
market. Huguo Si is on the west
side of the Inner city while
Longfu Si is on the east side.
During the temple market dates,
the vgndors arrive in the early
morning and distribute their
stalls in courtyards as well as
in the T-shaped street outside
Longfu Si and on the alley to
the east- of the temple. It had
become a convention for certain
vandors to place their stalls on
certain positions, and the
pattern of distributing stalls
was also a tradition. In a
courtyard, the stalls had to be
placed on the sides of the
central path. While on each side
the stalls had to line up face-
to-face to form a street (4-19).
The contents of stalls and 11O
performances were the same in
every major temple market.
Actually, some of the sellers
and eateries moved from one
market to the other in a ten day
cycle, while some of the
specialist only attended one or
two of these temple markets. For
example, the two streets (1 & 3
in 4-19) and the alley (2 in 4-
19) had different specialities
during the market opening days.
On the alley east of Longfu Si
there was the dog market, on the - A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF AN EATERY IN A
front street there was the TEMPLE MARKET
pigeon market, and on the east-
west street there was the birds
1.LONGFU SI HANGJIE
market. The vendors of. these pet 4-15 2.DONGLANGXIE
markets sold pets as well as 3.LONOFU SI ZE
cages, food, and all kinds of 4.DONGSI XI DAJIE
5. XILANGXIE
accessories.
SECTION "A" A IMAGINARY SCENE OF THE FIRST
COURTYARD OF LONGFU SI TEMPLE
MARKET
DISTRIBUTION OF STALLS IN LONGFU SI
TEMPLE FMARKETS
LA)NWIT SI
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MIAOYING SI k(0 -4)
Miaoying Si temple market was a
market of the late Qienlong
period. Before this market
developed, the 5th and the 6th
days of every ten days, the
market was held at Baoguo Si
( N )in the Outer City.
Basically, the activities of
Miaoying Si were the same as
those of the other temple
markets. We were luckly enough
to have a photo from the 1920s
showing Manchurian womem sitting
at the table of an eatery. It
gives one the idea of the
courtyard of a temple.market (4-:
20).
In the early Qing Dynasty,
Miaoying Si was assigned to some
Lamas (buddist monk from Tibet).
During the haydays of the Qing
Dynasty, the temple had ?
different sources of income,
mostly from the donations of the
P 4-25
MANCHURIAN WOMEN ATTENDED MIAOYING SI TEMPLE MARKET
0
FUCHENG MEN DAJIE (. # A01")
7/
4-20 ACTIVITIES IN MIAOYING SI
TEMPLE MARKET
1.FRUITS,SALT EGGS,MOUNTAIN
PRODUCTS
2.CLOTH $
3.FOREIGN PRODUCTS,EATERIES
4.FRESH FLOWERS fZ%$
5.TOYS ,CANDIES,EATERIES,AND
ACROBITS :"L.
6.CANDY,EATERIES 3(4..
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royal families. As the Qing
Dynasty decayed from the late
Qienlong period the temples lost
their regular support, thus
collecting money from the
vevdors became an important
source of income for the temple.
PANTAO GONG MIAOHUI (MARKET FESTIVAL 4k*'A )
Pantao gong was only a medium-
sized taoist temple in the
northeast corner of the Outer
City. It was close to Dongbian
Men gate and the east water -
gates of Outer City. This taoist
temple was famous for its temple
festival from March 1st to 3rd.
The scale of this temple
festival excelled all the others
of the Beijing area. The
activities inside the three
courtyards of the temple were
only a very small part of the
festival. The surrounding
alleys, streets and vacant lands
were all used as spaces for this
festival. The most important
street of the festival was the
south bank of the Inner City
Moat from Chongwen Men to
Dongbian Men (4-21).
The days of Pantao Gong temple
festival were the begining of
spring. The temple festival was
a place for a spring outing.
People could rent a donkey and
run the donkey from Chongwen Men
to Pantao Gong or rent a boat '
and row downstream from Chongwen
Men to the water gate of Outer
City. One could also walk along
the south bank of the moat and
watch all kinds of acrobats and
other performances and stalls
along the river bank.
To the south of this temple was
another famous place for this
festival. It was a horse running
way for horseriding
competitions. On the both sides
of this running way, there were
all kinds of eateries with
tables and chairs on the higher
places at the back of the stalls
so that people could sit and
watch the running horses (P 4-
26). '13
P4-2G
1.Riding donkey coming
down-from Chongwen
Men.
2.Boating also from
Chorngwen Men to
Pantao Gong.
3.Along the southern
bank of Inner City
Moat,there are the
major activities of
the festival.
4.Watching People ridi
horses
PVN TId)
ing
DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES
TEMPLE FESTIVALS (MARCH 1-3)
IN PANTAG
GONI
4-21
- sun
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-CANALS, WELLS & DRAINS
OPEN WVTFE
SECTION I
This chapter describes the
hydro-system of Beijing in the
mid-eighteenth century. Several
systems, such as an open water
system, drainage system, and
well system are included. The
open water system consists of
water bodies (such as canals,
rivers, lakes) on the ground
surface which have been
transformed by human efforts to
achieve certain goals. And in
fact, most of the water bodies
around Beijing have been altered
to serve various functions.
taking water and also the
activities and settings related
to water taking. The third
system is the drainage system,
which includes the physical
system and the maintance
systems.
WATER RESOURCES AND
DISTRIBUTION
1. RESOURCES
There exist three major water
resources for the open water
system of Beijing area. Two of
them are steady sources; they
rely on the spring water from Xi
Shan ( J 4-i )on the
northwest suburb of Beijing. The
third is an unsteady source. It
is supplied through aquaducts
which collect rain water from
the western suburb of Beijing in
the summer (MAP 5-1).
The second system is the water
supply system. Wells located
throughout the city supply the
using and drinking water for the
city. The water supply system,
should ilude the process of
Among these, the most important
source is the .water collected
from the springs around Yuquan
Shan ( ' ]. iL , mountain of
jade spring) area. The collected 115
MAP 5-1 SOURCES (A-C) & DISTRIBUTIONS(D-E) OF OPEN WATER ApoUND BEIJING AREA (1770)
A: YU QUAN SHAN- X HU-HANG HE. (3 -)
B: BABAO SHAN - LIANHUA CHI
C: DONGNAN XIE SHUt HE
(A~jI4
(~i~?1<~I
D: DATONG HE
E: HUIQING HE
1-5 WATERLOCKS OF
(' ;t 4-6 )
DATONG HE
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water is stored in Xi Hu (t
, the West Lake; or Kunming
Hu, ti ). From Xi Hu,
Chang He ( p , a canal
built during the Jin Dysnasty)
channels the water to the
northwest corner of Inner City's
Moat (A in MAP 5-1).
Around this corner, a couple of
waterlocks were built to control
the flow of water. Strictly
speaking, this was the only water
resource seriously considered by
the Engineering Ministry of the
Ming and Qing Dysnasties.
The other steady water source
originates from the southern
hill of Hei Shan (f )
and Babao Shan (A\'A
area, and flows eastward to
Lianhua Chi ( ,the
Lotus Pond). From Lianhua Chi,
the stream goes further east,
southward, and again eastward
until it meets the west moat of
the Outer City. This is the
remains of the Jin Dynasty water
system. After the completion of
Dadu in the Yuan Dynasty, the
system itself was abandoned;
however, the canal was partially
preserved (B in MAP 5-1).
The third source, Dong Nan Xie
Shui He (* A;P 0
the Southeastern Aquaduct )
collects summer storm flood
water from the hills of Xi Shan,
then pours into Yuyuan Tan
), and then channels
into the West Moat of the Inner
City. The downstream part of
the Southeastern Aquadect is an
ancient irregational canal. A
recreational garden - Diaoyu tai
( A,,+ ,the Fishing
Platform) was built over Yuyuan
Tan in the Jin Dynasty (C in MAP
5-1).
2. DISTRIBUTIONS
The terrain of Beijing slopes
from the higher northwest to the
0 5001000
MAP 5-2 OPEN WATERS IN BEIJING
lower southeast. Therefore, all
the water sources finally gather
at the southeastern corner of
Inner City and flow into Datong
He ( ), which was
Tonghui He in the Yuan Dynasty
and Zha He in the Jin Dynasty.
Datong He leads to Tongzhou
(j ) where was the terminal
station of the Grand Canal.'A
huge portion of the land in
Tongzhou was used for the
warehouses which store the grain
transported from southeastern
China. Most of this grain was
further transported to Beijing
through Datong He (D in MAP 5-
1).
During the Kangxi ( $ )
period (1662 AD - 1722 AD) of
the Qing Dynasty, a river named
Huiqing He (t , a
canal northward to Datong He,
was dredged and reopened as a
canal to transport part of the
grain for the city to the
warehouses outside Desheng Men
(*-W ,the west northern
gate of Inner City). However,
this new canal did not last for
a long time (E in MAP 5-1).
FUNCTIONS
The open water system of Beijing
was multi-functional. It was
used to supply water to the
lakes of the Imperial Gardens
for recreational uses, to the
canals for transportation, and
to the moat for defence of the
city (MAP 5-2). It is also
connected to the major branches
of the city's drainage system
for the drainage of storm water.
The supply of water to the lakes
of the Imperial Gardens and to
the canal were the most
important functions of the
system.
The multifunctions of this open
water system was characteristic
of the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
It was different from the systems
of the Jin and Yuan Dynasties.
In these two previous Dynasties,
the water system used in the
Imperial Gardens was separated
from the water supply system f or
the canal in order to ensure the
purity of imperial recreational
water.
1. RECREATION
The lakes in the Imperial
Gardens include Bei Hai
the north sea), Zhong Hai (
, the central sea) and Nan
Hai ( , the south sea).
These are the main recreational
areas in the Imperial City, and
are enclosed by another layer
of wall with very few gates (MAP
5-2).
In addition, there are three
lakes outside the Imperial City,
which are Jishui Tan
Shisha Hai ( )
and LianHua PaoZi
These three lakes are on the H8
-I
upper stream of Bei Hai, Zhong
Hai and Nan Hai in the Imperial
City. Therefore they had to be
controlled by the government in
order to ensure the quality of
water supply. They were
regulated as part of the
Imperial Gardens despite their
locations and lack of enclosure.
There was a special department in
charge of the maintence and the
security of these Imperial
Gardens. The department set up
regulations to control these
Imperial Gardens, especially to
those outside the Imperial City.
For example, if one would like
to channel the'water from any
of these three lakes to ones
private gardens, one have to
obtain special permission from
the Emperor in advance. This
department also took care of
routine works such as the
cultivation of rice in Jisui Tan
and planting lotus and other
flowers in Shisha Hai and
Lianhua Paozi (MAP 5-2).
Since there are no walls to
enclose Jishui Tan, Shisha Hai
or Lianhua Paozi, those who live
near these lakes can enjoy the
natural landscapes. The most
attractive part of the houses
bordering these lakes would be
the sides facing those lakes.
Thus, on the one hand, people
living there could have the best
view of the lakes, and on the
other hand these houses became
part of the scenery.
2. CANAL
Most of the water eventually
pours into Datong He - the
canal. After the resconstruction
of Beijing in the Yungle period
of the early Ming Dynasty, part
of the canal which had been
enclosed into the Inner City was
abandoned. Since then, Datong He
had started from Datong Qiao
( ) M )near the
northeastern corner of the Outer
City and ended at Tongzhou, and
then connected the Grand Canal
(MAP 5-1).
The difference in elevation
between Tongzhou and Beijing is
12.5 M within 22.4 KM of
distance. From the Jin Dynasty ~
on, people constructed a series
of waterlocks to control the
water elevation in segements.
This control procedure raised
the water level of the canal
thus enableing flatbottom boats
to travel upstream to Beijing.
In the Qing Dynasty, there were
five such locks between Tongzhou
and Beijing (1,2,3,4,5 in MAP 5-
1).
Before the Qing Dynasty, the traffic
in Datong He was not stable
enough to ensure the food supply
of Beijing. Therefore part of
the food supply relied on the
He
more expensive land
transportation and thus raised
the price of food in Beijing.
Efforts had been made by the
Government to improve to
transportational capacity of
Datong He. But, somehow, the
officials in charge of the
improvement projects did not
understand the key problems of
Datong He, such as that the
water resources of Datong He
were not rich and stable enough,
and that people used boats of
the same size as those used in
the Grand Canal while the Datong
He was not as wide nor as deep
as the Grand Canal.
The Qing Dynasty Government,
focusing on these two defects,
tried to solve the problem by
using smaller flat bottom boats
in the Datong He (P 5-1) and by
building the Xi Hu reservoir at
the upper stream to better
stabilize the water supply. These
P 5-1 FLAT BOTTOM 3OATS IN DATONG HE
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strategies worked well.
Throughout the Qing Dynasty, the
Batong He flowed steadily.
3. OTHER USAGES
Apart from the above two major
functions, a very small part of
water was distributed to the
moat of the Inner City. The moat
was 180 "chi" wide (1 "chi", =
0.318 M - 0.345 M) and 10 "chi"
deep. The west moat was
connected with Datong He and
functioned as part of the canal
system. Therefore, the land
between the west wall and the
west moat of Inner City was
occupied by warehouses (MAP 5-
4). Besides, by connetting with
all the other streams that
linked with the storm water
drainage system, the moat also
functioned as the down stream of
the drainage system.
CONTROL OF FLOW
Two major functions of the open
water system of Beijing are to
maintain the water level in the
Imperial Gardens and to supply
water for Datong He, which
dictates the flowing direction
of water.
The water collected from Yuquan
Shan- (I . J)1 ) was channelled
to the northwestern corner of
the Inner City's moat, which
diverges to be the eastward moat
and southward moat. The
southward moat was blocked by
the waterlock under XiA Men
Bridge ( dE )(1 in
MAP 5-3), and the eastward moat
was blocked by the other
waterlock under Desheng Men P 5-2 A BRIDGE & WATERLOCK NEAR DONG BIANMEN
B i g)( in"B" IN MAP 5-4Bridge ( S) )(2 in
MAP 5-3), so that the main
stream can flow into the Inner
City through a culvert under the
north city wall (3 in MAP 5-3).
The water pours into Jisui Tan
(4 in MAP 5-3) as soon as it
emerges from the culvert. In 121
order to prevent direct pounding
against the banks of Jisui Tan,
an island was piled in the front
of the culvert, and a stone bank
with a sharp head was built on
the north side of the island to
break the incoming water. The
head of the water break was
sculptured in a turtle shape
with an open mouth. The water
left the culvert and flowed
into the mouth of the stone
turtle, then spreaded out from
its mouth. The water flowed
along both sides of the island
and then rejoined. This device
was designed by a famous scholar
- Yao Xiao Guang (Alt$ ; ),
in the early lMing Dynasty.
People built a small buddist
temple on this island, and Yao
Xiao Guang was coworshiped in it
(P 5-1, 5-1, 5-2).
The outlet of Jisui Tan was on
the southwest corner. It
connected with a small waterway
MAP 5-3
FLOW CONTROL
1.XIZHI MEN BRIDGE LOCK
2.DESHFNG MEN BRIDGE LOCK
3.SCREEN
4.JISHUI TAN
5.SHISHA HAI
6.WATER WAY
7.LIANHUA PAOZI
8.BEIAN BRIDGE (LOCK)
9.DONBULIANG BRIDGE
10.XIBULIANG BRIDGE
11.BEIHAI
12.MEI SHAN
13.MOAT of IMPERIAL CITY
14.NEIJINGSHUI BRIDGE
15.ZHONG HAI
16.NAN HAI
17.WEIJINSHUI BRIDGE
18.YU HE
19.MOAT of INNER CITY
20.DATONG BRIDGE
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(6 in MAP 5-3) bypassed Shisha
Hei (5 in MAP 5-3) at its south
shore and poured into Lianhua
Paozi (7 in MAP 5-3). Lianhua
Paozi was the center for
distributing water in to the
Inner City. From Lianhau Paozi,
surplus water from the
rainstorms was guided to flow
northward to Shisha Hei. A
waterlock was set between Shisha
Hei and Lianhau Paozi. It
blocked water from pouring into
Shisha Hei under normal
conditions, and opened when the
water in Lianhau Paozi was too
full. Thus the function of
Shisha Hei was that of an
emergency reservoir.
There was a stream that flowed
out of Lianhau Paozi from Beian
Bridge ( )(8 in MAP
5-3). The stream enters into the
northeast corner of the Imperial
City through Dongbuliang Bridge
<srj ? 4 )(9 in MAP 5-3),
then goes southward and finally
meets the South Moat of the
Inner City. The name of the
stream was Yu He ( , or
Imperial canal) (18 in
MAP 5-3). There was not much
water in the stream for the
water was usually blocked by the
waterlock under Beian Bridge (8
in MAP 5-3). Thus the main
volume of water entered into the
other outlet on the south shore
of Lianhau Paozi.
This outlet connected with a
water course that went under
Xibuliang Bridge )
(10 in MAP 5-3) and turned into
the Imperial City. It was
separated into two courses. The
eastern course bypassed Mei
Shan ( , the Coal
Hill)(12 in MAP 5-1), and
continued to go southward to the
moat of the Forbidden City
( ' 1)(13 in MAP 5-13).
From the moat of the Forbidden
City, the stream which
distributed into the Forbidden
City was Neijinki He (
;~ , the Inner Gold Water River
(14 in MAP 5-3). From the
southeastern corner of the
Forbidden City's moat, the water
was guided southward through a
small stream and met an eastern
stream from Zhong Hai. Thus the
waters of the west course and
the east course met again.
The west course water poured
into Bei Hai (k Ie )(11 in
MAP 5-3) and Zhong Hai ( )
(15 in MAP 5-3). Bei Hai and
Zhong Hai were one lake
separated by a bridge, while Nan
Hai (4 ) (16 in MAP 5-3)
connected with the south shore
of Zhong Hai by a short canal. A
waterlock was built on the short
canal to ensure the stability of
water level of Bei Hai and Zhong
Hai. Therefore the function of
0 25 50 10o
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Nan Hai, the same as Shisha Hai,
was that of a reservoir for
storage of the emergency storm
rainwater.
Main stream water went out from
the southeastern corner of Zhong
Hai. Another waterlock was
installed here to maintain the
water level. This outlet
connected with Waijingbi He
( #V ($ J 'q , Outer Gold
Water River)(17 in MAP 5-3).
Waijinsui He met the stream
coming out from the moat of the
Forbidden City after the river
passed through the Waijinsui
Bridge (#, at the
exact position of 17 in MAP 5-
3). Waijinsui He went further
toward the east and finally
joined Yu He (18 in MAP 5-3).
Thus all the courses converged
to Yu He.
through a 'culvert, then poured
the water into the South Moat
of the Inner City. From the
South Moat, the water went
eastward to the southeastern
corner of Inner city. This
corner was another major node fo
water flowing control (MAP 5-4).
Datong He and the South Moat of
the Inner City were parallel but
not on the same line. At the
joint of these two water
courses, an island was devised
to reduce the speed of water
flow, and a few waterlocks were
built around this island to
control water flow. Working
together, these watergates
controled the water level of the
west section of Datong He and
the East Moat of the Inner City
for the moving of flat bottom
boats (5-3).
Yu He flowed further southward
and exited the Inner City 125
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SECTION 2
Before the introduction of the
modern water supply system,
nparly all of the daily water
usages in Beijing, such as
drinking, washing, and showering
as well as sprinkling of water
on streets and drinking water
for pack animals, all relied on
the supply of well water. Thus,
the well system was an important
urban facility system. However,
unlike the cases of other
facility systems, the government
did not have a comprehensive
plan to deal with this water
supply problem. They took care
of only some public functions in
the well system, such as the
drinking water for pack animpls
and the sprinkling of water on
streets.
government completely ignored
this problem. For example, one
reason why the Yuan Dynasty
rulers decided to move their
capital to a new site was
considering the deteriorating
quality of well water in the old
city. In the Qing Dynasty, some
officially published geographic
accounts, such as Shuntianfu Zhi
(g I A ) 4-) in 1885,
record all wells on streets and
alleys simply because these
wells were so important to the
lives of people.
In this section, we will
discuss two aspects of the water
supply system: the modes of
taking water, and activities and
settings of wells.
This does not mean that the
'hi
-
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THE MODES OF TAKING WATER
From the well distribufion map
(MAP 5-5), we know that there
were very few wells in Beijing
considering its high density and
large population. The major
reason was that, because the
groundwater table is 9 - 20 M
below ground level, it was
economically unfeasible for a
normal family to have their own
well. Thus, taking water became
more important to people's
everyday lives. Certain
professions even developed to
serve the demand for water to
some families, such as to bring
water to specific fanilies.
There were two kinds of wells in
Beijing. One was sweet wells
), which had not
been polluted. The water from
these wells tasted sweet and was
used as drinking water. The
other kind was bitter wells
( * # ). Bitter wells were
more common, thus the water from
them was free. Bitter water
could only be used to wash
clothes, take showers, and water
plants. It could not be used for
drinking nor for cooking.
Since the bitter wells were more
evenly distributed, in general,
family would send their servants
or youngsters to carry water
from the nearest bitter well.
Though bitter water was free,
residents in Beijing still had
to use the water very
economically, for carrying water
was never an easy task.
As to the sweet well, there
would always be a "well master"
( 4 JA ) to draw water
for people and charged a fee for
the water. Wells were usually
kept on a two-feet-high base.
Normally, the wells were not
sheltered by buildings. However,
sometimes a well was covered by
a booth (P 5-4, P 5-5).
On the base there was a wooden
barrel, then a hose connected to
this barrel's bottom ring. The
well master took water from the
well and poured it into the
barrel. The hose channels water
into customers' containers (P 5-
4, P 5-5).
Since the number of sweet wells
was small, only those who live
near a sweet well could carry
the water by themselves.
Normally there were water
carriers who carried sweet water
to the other families. They went
to a sweet well to buy water,
and brought it to their
customers' houses (P 5-6).
Customers could order a certain
amount of water for everyday use
and pay by the month, or buy
water when they saw or heard the
water carrier in the street and
pay cash for the deal.
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The water carrier carried water
on a monocycle cart with water
containers on both sides. The
cart was heavy when filled with
water, therefore it required
good balancing skill and
strength to operate the cart.
These water carriers mostly dame
from the Shangdong province.
They had certain regulations
within their profession.
ACTIVITIES AND SETTINGS AROUND
WELLS
Drawing from a simple statistic
by counting the wells on "The
Complete Map of Beijing", 90
percent of the wells in Beijing
were located in public or semi-
public territories. There is no
doubt that wells were shared
urban facilities in Beijing. It
is intriguing then for us to see
what the surrounding environment
of a well was like, and what
would be the kind of activ:ies
P25-5
P 5-6G
P,5-4
WAN SHOU SHENG DIAN TU
A:taking water
B:carry water
C:drinking horses
D:sprinkling water
E:sweeping street
F:a police station
( :P#4A )
G:Longwang Miao
H:a monocyclecart
WATER CARRIER
that happened in these spaces.
Observing from the randomly
picked examples (5-4, 5-5, 5-61
5-7, 5-8, 5-9), we are able to r
categorize the spaces around a
well into five different types.
The typology suggests that these
may not have had meaning t9 the
city dweller of Beijing. The <
categorization is based on my
own observations.
P 5-7 WAN SHOU SHENG DIAN TU P 5-8
In the first type, wells were P59 . Three examples of well on streets
located aside a "dajie." There
were certain characteristics
that appeared in every case. The
wells sit on one side of a
street. A small temple or
sometimes a security pavillion
police pavillions)
sits on the north side of the
well in order to protect the T
well from the sandy north wind.
The small temple, suaaony)aLongwang Miaos( .) L J4&
Temples for Emperor of Dragon),:= 30
was set up to worship the gods of
water supply. In many cases, on
the north side of these wells
there were willow trees to
protect the well too (5-4, P 5-
7, P 5-8, P 5-9).
This type of well has a long
history. In the Yuan Dynasty,,-
wells are made available in many
spots of Dadu and Zhongdu by
semi-public powers to water the
thirsty pack animals. They were
called - Shisui Tang
pavilions of supplying water).
Inheriting this tradition, on
the major streets there was a
series of wells and troughs in
Ming and Qing Dynasty Beijing to
water animals.
Another function of setting up
these wells on street sides was
to provide water for the water-
sprinkling soldiers ( )
who sprinkled water onto the
streets. In one of our
illustrations, we find a solider
sprinkling water and two others
sweeping the street (P 5-4).
The second type of well stands
in the middle of a small alley.
In these cases, the alleys are
narrow enough to protect the
well from the sandy wind. We
also find that most wells of
this type are located at a joint
of several alleys (5-5).
Almost one-third of the well
spaces are classified as the
third type. The wells in this
type are contained in a small
alcove and faced other larger
open spaces such as streets,
alleys, or squares. The
dimension of these alcoves is
about 10 meters by 10 meters. It
is wide enough to contain the
activity of taking water as well
as other accessory activities.
Vendors or eateries usually set
up their stalls, tents, and
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tables and cbairs nearby. Some
of the alcoves of this type were
public; some of them were
located at the end of an alley
and were thus more private (5-
6).
Wells of the forth type are
located in a large open space.
The enclosures for these wells
are different case by case. Some
of them are securely enclosed,
some of them have buildings
scattered around. Another
situation is that of a well
located in a space where not
many buildings are around. Most
of these situations are in the
southwest and southeast part of
Outer City (5-7).
The fifth type of well is
located in a courtyard. Some of
the courtyards are private;
however, in many cases
courtyards are semi-public (5-
8, 5-9).
An issue important to the
environment is that almost
thirty percent of the wells were
directly or indirectly related
to the locality of a temple. The
combination of temple, well, and
open space creates a special
atmospheric urban space.
Some people came to the temple
for religious reasons, some
people came to the wells to take
water. With these two
attractions, these spaces became
important meeting places, this
brought in vendors. The vendors.
in turn drew more people to
these places.
In order to get a clearer image,
the author has chosen one well
on the northeast corner of the
city as an example to show the
relationships among well, the
temple, and surrounding urban
spaces (5-10, 5-11).
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SECTION 3
In Chinese urban design history,
the drainage system had always
been of major concern in
designing a new city. Both
Zongdu of the Jin Dynasty and
Dadu of the Yuan Dynasty .
installed their own drainage
system. The drainage system of
Zongdu had never been repaired
after the abandonment in the
Yun Dynasty, therefore, there
is almost no trace that can help
us to find its abandoned drains.
On the contrary, most parts of
the drainage system in Dadu were
inherited and repaired by the
government of the Ming and Qing
Dynasties and later redesigned
as part of the modern drainage
system.
HISTORICAL RESOURCES ON DRAINAGE
SYSTEM
"The Compe"lte Map of Beijing"
sketches only the open channels
of the water system. Thus, we
can gather information about
the drainage system only from
other sources.
There is another map which
appeared in the appendix of a
book - "Jin Shi Chengnei Hedao
Guoqu Tushuo" ( f
) -which
mainly decribes the drainage
system of Beijing in the late
Qing Dynasty. However, this map
- "QienLong Dai Beijing Hedao
Guoqu Tu" (f,)J a
),is
claimed to be a drainaoe system
map from the QienLong period.
MAP 5--6 oIENLOCG DAI FE ING HEDAO GUIJU TU ( 1743 )13
There is no description about
this map in the book. The only
information we are given
is that the map was originally
reserved in the Map Room of the
Imperial Workshop. It is very
possible that this map is the
same as the 1743 map called "He
Dao Guoqu Tu in mentioned in.
chapter one, or at least that it
has very close relationship with
the "He Dao Guoqu Tu" (Table 1-
1).
The characteristic of this map
is that it is a plan instead of
an image, which means no
building facades are shown, and
which is rare in Chinese maps.
Compared with "The Complete
Map of Beijing," the proportion
of "QienLong Dai Beijing Hedao
GuoQu Tu" is not accurate.
However, all the alleys on this
map can be identified in "The
Complete Map of Beijing." The
information given in this
section is based mainly on
"QienLong Dai Beijing Hedao Guoqu
Tu" (MAP 5-6).
There is another map in the same
book described above - "Jin Shi
Cheng Nei Hedao Guoqu Tu" (
)1 ,
produced in the Guangxu Period
(1879 - 1908) of the Qing
Dynasty. It carries lots of
useful information about the
drainage system, such as how the
drains crossed the streets (MAP
5-7). It could serve to help
clarifing some of the unclear
details of the Qienlong period
drainage system map.
A book published in 1921 by
Sidney Gamble - "Peking: A
Social Survey" - also carries
information about the drainage
system of Beijing around 1920.
The short description provides
the conditions of the drainage
system in the early years of
MAP 5-7 JING SHI CHENG NAI HEDAO GOUQU TU ( 1875-1908 )
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this century, can be used for a
comparative study (MAP 5-8).
DRAINAGE SYSTEM
The drainage system on the
overlap area of the Inner City
of the Qing Dynasty and Dadu had
kept the original layout from
the Yuan Dynasty. Each alley had
its own covered drain which'
collected rain water from drain-'
eyes on the alley (5-12). These
drains connected with larger
drains on both sides of a north-
south street ("dajie" or
"xiaojie"). These larger drains
on "dajie" or "xiaojie" then
led to the outlet on nearby
open channels.-* '
The system kept its original
shape except that the latter
installed institutions,
warehouses, and workshops were
built after the Yuan Dynasty and
interrupted the alley system and
its conterpart - the drainage
system. After the interruption,
these institutions might move
elsewhere or be canceled, thus
creating new available spaces.
Those who moved into the new
area developed their alley
system incrementally without
planning in advance.
The southern part of the Inner
City was not incorporated into
the Inner City until the early
Ming Dynasty. Before then, only
a few institutions and houses
had been built. The Ming
Government did not completely
reorganize the city's
infrastructure in the YungLe
period's reconstruction. Thus,
the drainage system of the
southern part of Inner City was
similar to that of the Outer
City because it was once outside
the city.
The developing process of the
drainage system of the Outer
SEWER SYSTEM
MAP 5-8 DRAINAGE SYSTEM MAP (1920)
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City was similar to that of its
streets system. It also combined
drains built in different times
and on different locations. The
pattern of drain distribution
was different from one area to
another.
The drainage system collected
only rain water. The waste *ater
and excrement were not allowed
to go into the drainage system.
They were collected by the
farmers who live near the city,
and used for compost. The
collectors of waste water and
excrement used a monocyclecart
with large barrels on both sides
of the wheel (P 5-10).
to take care of the inspections
in March every year, and to
repair serious damage after the
storm season. Other than these,
the government had a budget to
renew part of the drain every
year. In this way all drains
were renewed every five years.
The renewed work was assigned to
a family that had hundreds of
years of experience in repairing
and renewing the drainage
system. The old maps of drainage
system pictured here are all
from this family.
MAINTENANCE
The Qing government maintained
the drainage system very
carefully. The Imperial Army
took the responsibility for the
ordinary works of maintance, and
the Engineering Ministry in the
administration set up a branch 139
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